




abstract

A 1-keV metastable atomic deuterium lD(2S)l beam of density 
about 10* atoms cm'^ has been produced by charge-exchange, in caesium 
vapour, of douterons extracted from a radio-frequency ion source. The 
linear and circular polarisation correlation of the two photons emitted 

spontaneously by metastable atomic deuterium in a true second order 
radiative process have been measured for the first time. Vlhile the 
circular polarisation results confirm the conservation of angular 
momentum along the common axis of detection, the correlation in linear 

polarisation has been applied in a test of Bell’s Inequality which 
allows a quantitative distinction to be made between the predictions 
of Quantum Mechanics and local realistic ("hidden variable") theories. 

The results are in agreement with Quantum Mechanics and violate Bell’s 

Inequality by almost two standard deviations.
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INTRODUCTION

vi.

The interest in polarisation correlation measurements between

photon pairs goes back over three decades. Following a suggestion
by Wheeler^ Wu and Shaknov^ in 1950 measured the linear polarisation
correlation of the two photons emitted from the annihilation of
singlet positronium, confirming a prediction of pair theory that these

3
quanta, when detected, have orthogonal polarisations. Yang pointed 
out that such measurements could be important in nuclear physics in 
deciding the symmetry nature of mesons which decay into two photons.

More recently, attention has been focussed on the polarisation 
correlation of pairs of visible photons emitted from certain atomic 
cascades. The motivation for such experiments has been to test the 
now famous Bell's Inequalities^ which provide a quantitative criterion 
for comparing the predictions of so-called "Hidden Variable" theories 
with those of Quantum Mechanics (QM). The first suggestion (almost 
50 years ago) that quantum mechanics was fundamentally incomplete and 

that its statistical features might be described by an underlying 

substructure was proposed by Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen\ Bohr 
vigorously defended the completeness of QM and his views appeared to be 

confirmed by the publication of von Neumann’ŝ  proof on the mathe
matical impossibility of a hidden variable completion of QM. However, 
the realisation that von Neumann's proof is of limited relevance was 

put forward by Bohm®, and that the axioms on which the theorem is
9

.10based are unreasonable, by Bell.
In 1965, in fact, it was shown by J.S. Bell for the Gedanken

.xp«rlment of (Involving .patially separat.d bot correlated

systema) that determlnlatlc hidden variable theories satisfying a
physically realistic locality condition can reproduce some, but_not

all of the statistical predictions of quantum mechanics.
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Bell's analysis, which applied to Ideal systems was extended by 
Clauset et al* to cover actual systems and they specifically proposed 
an atomic cascade In which an excited atomic level decays to a state 
of lower energy via an Intermediate state with a finite lifetime, as the 

area for a decisive test. They also pointed out that the results of 

two previous related experiments (Wu and Shaknov^ on the 0.5 MeV 
gamma rays from positronium, and that of Kocher and Commlns“  on the 
photon pairs In the cascade In calcium) were not suff

icient to test Bell's Inequalities directly. However, they Indicated 
that a simple extension of the Kocher-Commlns experiment would allow

for such a test.
This suggestion led to a remarkable series of experiments culmin

ating in the most recent sophisticated experiments of Aspect and his 

collaborators^^'^^. Although the outcome of these experiments 
clearly favours QM, the debate regarding a causal completion of QM 

still continues and in the view of some has not yet been finally

settled. 16-20

The work in this thesis reports for the first time the observ- 
atlon of the polarisation correlation of photon pairs emitted sim
ultaneously from an atom. These measurements of such a fundamental 
process, Interesting as they are In their own right, gain added sig
nificance when used as a test for thé existence of hidden variables

and of the idea of local realism.
The plan of the thesis Is as follows; Chapter I dlscusaes the 

decay modes of the hydrogenlc 2S state, and presents the theory and 
characteristics of two-photon emission. Chapter II Introduces briefly 
the reason, for considering the existence of hidden variables and the
subtle Elnsteln-Podolsky-Rosen-Bohm“argument which led Bell to dis

cover hi. famous theorem. A, proof of Bell's theorem then follows.
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Chapter III discusses the apparatus and experimental details. In 
Chapter IV, the experimental results and comparison with theory are 
presented. Finally, Chapter V completes the thesis with a discussion

and conelusions.
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CHAPTER I

I.l Decay of the Hydrogenlc 2S state
2It is well known that the unperturbed hydrogenic 2 state decays 

predominantly, at low atomic number Z by the simultaneous emission 

of two electric dipole photons (2E1) and, at high Z by the emission 
of a single magnetic dipole (Ml) photon. In the non-relativistic 
limit, decay of the 28̂  ̂state to the ground ISj^state by the emission 
of a single electric dipole or quadrupole photon is completely for

bidden.
The non-relativistic calculations of the two-photon decay rate in

21hydrogen began with the early estimates of Breit and Teller who
21applied the pioneering multi-photon theory of Maria GBppert Mayer .

Over the years, the 2E1 decay rates have been obtained with progress-
ively greater accuracy culminating in the most recent relativistic

28calculations of Goldman and Drake and confirmed by Parpia and 
Johnson^**. At low Z, they obtain for the 2E1 and Ml decay rates;

W?5 (2E1) - 8.229 Z^ s'^xs

I

W «  (Ml) 2.496 10"^ Z^° s"^

Hence, the decay of the 2S  ̂state in hydrogen is determined by two-
photon emission, with a lifetime *C(2Sĵ ) • 8.229 ■ 0.1215s, while
the contribution from single photon Ml decay is negligible, with a

lifetime''A.lO^s (Flg.l). In addition, since the energy of the 2Sĵ
state lies above that of the 2Pj^state by a small amount (the Lamb shift),

there is the possibility of a cascade via the 2P̂  ̂ level. This
process however, is negligible due to the small energy separation of

9 24these states and has a lifetime of around 5.10 s.
27Goldman and Drake have also shown that the contribution to



10,950 MHz.

Fig. 1 ENERGY LEVEL DIAGRAM OF THE FIRST TWO LEVELS OF ATOMIC 
HYDROGEN IN THE ABSENCE OF HYPERFINE STRUCTURE. THE IMPORTANT DECAY 
MODES ARE SHOWN. THE 2P STATES HAVE A LIFETIME Y-1.6.10’ s. IN 
CONTRAST THE 2S STATE IS METASTABLE WITH A LIFETIME ~1/8s AND DECAYS 
PREDOMINANTLY BY THE SPONTANEOUS EMISSIONS OF TWO PHOTONS.

the decay of the 2S state from higher order two-photon multipole modes 

such as EI-M2, 2M1, 2E2 etc. are negligible.

1.2 Theory of Two-Photon Emission
We now consider the relevant theory for the two-photon decay of the

2S, state in hydrogen from which the spectral distribution, lifetime,
?

angular correlation and most importantly the polarisation correlation 

can be deduced.

1.2.1 Per turba tion Theory
The Interaction of electrons and photons, in the SchrBdlnger 

picture, can be described by the equation of motion for the state 

vectors, the SchrHdinger equation.

itl
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where 1'4'> and H are the state vector and Hamiltonian, respectively 
of the complete system. H can be written as a sum of unperturbed and

interac tion Hami1tonians,
H *

1.2

where H represents the Hetniltonian of the electrons alone, the 

Hamiltonian of the photons alone, and their mutual Interaction.
When H Is small compared to H , It can be regarded as a per-int ^

turbation of in which case the electrons and photons are described

independently by the two Schrödinger equations,

A  I W >  =a

electrons

photons Ie3

The state vectors of the Hamiltonian H^, which represent stationary 

states, are products of the state vectors of the non interacting

parts of the system, |^> and |co>,
|v|/> = \ 1.4

and H causes transitions between these stationary states.
The Schrödinger equation can be transformed into the interaction 

picture by introducing the state vector in the interaction picture,

1.5

and the interaction Hamiltonian in the interaction picture.

1.6

to give the Schrôdinger equation in the interaction picture,

à  1.7
at

If wc formmlly Integt.te equation 1.7 remembering that 7,
then make a first order approximation by replacing |4t(t) > by 

|\|<̂(0) >, we obtain.

l+lCrt> = [l ^ ^  I Hint
(0)> 1.8

'.»I
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This technique of iteration can be continued indefinitely to yield 

an infinite series for >•
We now introduce a new operator, the scattering operator S whose 

matrix elements form the scattering matrix and write;

IvJ'ilOV = ®  I'i'i 1.9

S transform* the state vector at t - 0 to that at time t and Is thus 

given by, t 1 ,iY
S = 1

^ ................  1.10

The interaction Hamiltonian between an electron and radiation field

described by the classical vector potential A is given, in the
30

SchrBdinger picture by,

u. - _ e £■*■*■.&. I&l 1.11
~ m  ’ am

where -e Is the electronic charge and £ Is the electron’s canonical 
momentum. The second term In equation 1 .11, which Is quadratic In the 

vector potential. Is small due to the presence of e^. Moreover,the 

A^erm does not alter the state of tightly bound electrons when the 
wavelength of the radiation being considered, 121.6nm, Is large com

pared with the dimensions of the region over which the electron wave 
functions ate appreciably different from zero (a^, the Bohr radius). 

The A^tetm In this case does not excite transitions. We therefore 

ignore this term and make the approximation.

s - -P* — 1.12

The vector potential A can be decomposed Into radiation modes of the

v¿M
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) 1.13

electromagnetic field end In terms of travelling wave modes.

-  " r.i ^niri^nr^ " •*• “ft<r *•
In this e q u a t i o n , a r e  creation and annihilation operators,
S is a unit vector in the direction of polarisation where <r determines 
n<r
the two polarisation states,?. Is the permittivity of free space,
and k the angular frequency and wave-vector of the n'th mode, and V

n
is the "box” volume used to ensure periodic boundary conditions. This 
description regards the radiation field as dynamically equivalent to 

an infinite set of uncoupled harmonic oscillators, one for each mode 

of the electromagnetic field.
The probability that a system in an initial state |vp£> t « 0

makes a transition to a final state , > (at time t) in the energy
31

range dE_ is just,

Hence, the first term of equation I.IO for S does not give rise to 
any transitions since the Initial and final states are orthogonal.
The second term, which Involves the vector potential once gives 
rise to single photon transitions. The third term. In which the vector 
potential aonears twice, couples the electron to the radiation field, 

twice and so elves rise to two-photon transitions. The fourth and 

higher terms correspond to higher multiphoton transitions.
The number of states ocurrlng In the nelghbourhead of Is usually 

large to that we sum over these states to obtain the total transition 

probAbillty p6r unit time, given by,

where Is the density of final states function. In the case of 

single photon emission, this is given by.
p s OV ü ' .  '••■w
'* {.inŸ t  c'

1.16
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1.17

1.2.2 Emissloo of Two- photons
’ Elusion (o«a absorption) of two photons is possible provided thet 
the frequencies of these photons are related to the energy

difference of the 2S and IS levels by,
VJ._ t (to +

The simultaneous emission of two photons of frequencies»^ and», 
„u,t be described by the second order of perturbation theory (where 

the ^  .5 term occurs twice in the matrix element for the scattering 
operator). The probability of finding the atom in the final state

is now, ^

where, from equation I.10,  ̂ \
. r V .  f  d t .  Hint tt i)  H-.nl

s = (Af Jo 'L
Hence, changing the Hamiltonian to the SchrBdlnger picture and per-

32
forming the integrations.

1.18

1.19

e integrations, i

f  V»/ lY  E.-E.,
1.20

where | »fj X'fjl is the unit operator and the 1 * cornel 

set of basis states.
Designating the state of the atom by \<f> > and the photon state by 

I U  >, the initial state of the physical system is,
I s I 1 1*21

Where jO> represents the initial state of the radiation field i.e. no 

photons; and the flp*f state.

Where two photon, of angular frequencies», and», have been a d «  to 
the radiation field. The vector potential representing the creation

of two photons is,
+ ^ 1.23

B *
■  h^:^ ‘•jcs,

. 1.

■
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Ej= Wj+I'», 
E,= + 1.25

1.26

substituting this for. of th. v.ctor pot.nti.1 -hich h.s t«o t.^s. into 
„nation 1.20, «e hava in the electric dipole approxl«tlon, (e‘ -  i»!),

+  Bi- e/
These t»o terms can be Illustrated by Feynman diagrams. Flg.2. The two 
photons can be emitted in "either order" and the decay can proceed by either 

diagram so that the prohabilities are summed. If the W s  represent the

electron energies, then,
Ei- Wi 
E ' m  W j + ‘»fW2

hence " x. .  ̂\

where h »  is the energy difference between the states and Hj.The density
Kof states with two photons present is given y.

Changing the matrix element of equation 1.24 from the dipole velocity to

dipole length form, then the transition probability per unit time.

(provided t is large enough.) is given byf (using 1.24. 1.26. and 1.27).
1.28

W  sr

** s<:4i 1 \

sACcO^aOij 1.29

once the average is taken over the directions of propagation and polar

isation of the Photons, the total transition probability is obtained by

integrating 1.29 to give.

w *  =  i
1.30

, i .J
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V m i C E S  REPRESEMT THE IHTERACTIOHS.

............ l+i > •* "
discreet end continuum) since the states of atomic hydrogen (both discreet

includes integration over the continuum.

i of Tfjo-Phototi Radlatlotxt .s .3 Charact-’-^Sties of Two---------------
------------------ , o£ the above theoretical considerations, theAs a consequence of the

1. «-Ko following characteristics;photon process has the following
(1) The energies of the photons satis y,

1.31

4-n in 2eV. with the
(2) Each photon can have any energy from zer

d 3 On a frequency scale,
spectral distribution shown in fig. • , „
the distribution is symmetric about 5.1e .
^ i s  fact is patticularly fortunate since these photons foil
. wavelength range accessible to conventional polarisation

analysis. Since the hydrogenic 2S state energy scales a. .
d: i,4aher Z yield photons of much shorterthen all such decays for higher E y U l

polarisation measurements are very difficult.
 ̂ r in the matrix element of

(3) The electric dipole length opera _

*  i.e. o(Id
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FIG. 3 THEORETICALLY PREDICTED TWO-PHOTON SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION 
FOR METASTABLE HYDROGEN ON AN ENERGY SCALE.

e,»ation 1.29 Is di.Ron.1 In both electronic end nuclear spin so

the effects of fine and hyperflne structure may be neglected.

(4) Brelt and Teller have shown that the sum over Intermediate

In equation 1.29 Is proportional to,
N  A  - w  _ _ L _  A- _ J —  1

Where n Is the principal quantum number of the Intermediate state. 

Hence the transition probability,

w’V (e,-10 ^
\t ^

where Is the relative angle between the directions of linear 

polarisation of the photons and e^.
direction of linear polarisation, Fig. * (D- “  experl

• ment with linear polarisera, one would expect to meas«e a two- 
photon polarisation correlation proportional to cos f  , where <p 
1, now the relative angle between the polariser transmission axes. 

By averaging over photon polarisation, one obtains the angular

correlation factor, proportional to;

¿cl. • (■' *

1̂.
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Il

EMISSION FROM THE 2S STATE, ANu 
OF LINEAR POLARISATION.

»here »<. Is the eogU between the ptopegatlon vectors o£ the

photons, Fig. 4 (ii)s
1.3 Two-Photon State Vector for^ —

The form of the state vector for the case In which the photon.
travel In opposite direction. Is particularly Interesting and follow, 
from consideration of conservation of angular momentum and parity under

inversion at the sourcee
Consider Fig. 5. In which we take the position of the emitting 

.com a, the origin and assume that the apperatu, 1, set to respond to 

pairs of photon, travelling In the a and - a direction, (l.e. the

detector, subtend Infinitesimal solid angles).
The source emission Is assumed Isotropic, In which case the response 

of the detector, should be Independent of the detectors Joint rotation

about the source centre or about their common axis.
Since the atom 1. Initially and finally In a state of aero (orbital) 

angular momentum, then the two photons must carry away In total no net 

engular momentum along their common axis. Hence. In terms of right 
and left handed circuler polarisation basis states, the photon pelr, 
(travelling In opposite direction.) can be represented by the k.t

vectors.

ir

f'' r,

< >'
I '»J
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Dl2S)a1t)mic beam.

detector

FIG.5 GEOMETRY FOR DETERMINING THE TWO-PHOTON STATE VECTOR WHEN 
PHOTONS TRAVEL IN OPPOSITE DIRECTIONS.

or by a superposition of these,

1R.>IV -
where |R,> represents e right hand circularly polarised photon 

propagating In the . r direction and |R^> represents a right hand 
circularly polarised photon travelling In the - s direction. Similarly

for jLĵ > and |Lj> . The kets 1R ĵ >I-2> «“<1 *** **‘='-“ *̂'*
since these would Imply a total angular momentum about the axis of 
i M ,  Inconsistent with momentum conservation and with the assumed 

isotropy of the source emission.
in addition, since the Initial and final atomic states have even parity 

(i - O  ) then the two-photon state vector must also have even parity.

If P is the parity operator, then

P l R , > | R , > * I L , > l k >  1.37

P IL,>IL,> =
and so the required form of the two-photon state vector In the case of 
the two-photon decay of metastable atomic hydrogen and deuterium Is,

1.38

where the normalisation «fel v|'*> * 1 »•« >>«» I

has even parity since P l.j^> ■ 1 % > •
The above arguments are very general and hence In the case 

photon J • 0-1-0 atonic cascade, yields an Identical state vector, 
contrast. In the case of the singlet state of positronium, where a

li '

S J*|
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change of parity takes place, the appropriate state vector is,

1-3’

and accordingly, This state vector would also apply

to a J - l-l-O atomic cascade. Note that as we should expect, the 

expression for «re InvMlant under a rotation, since,

R,((ti|U,> « l-*0
* <7

r c <|))ILi'> ' I
where R (<^) la the rotation operator . The basis states |R > and 
|L > are of course eigenvectors of both the spin and rotation matrices.

Finally, the state vector 1.38 can be expressed In terms of linear 

polarisation basis states through the relations,

IRi> =  ̂ 1.41
Substituting these expressions Into equation 1.38 yields,

s 1=  1-42

as the appropriate two-photon state vector. This Is a remarkable 
state in which neither photon has a definite polarisation prior to 
measurement, and yet, at the Instant of detection both photons will be 
found to be either |x > polarised or |y > polarised when analysed 
using linear polarisera, hence the photon polarisations ate highly

correlated.
The implications of this type of state vector will be discussed 

in Chapter II more fully.

1.4 Experimental Observations on the Hydrogenic 2S State_
For an appreciation of the accuracy of the theoretical predictions 

regarding the hydrogenic 2S state, we review briefly the experimental 

observations. The decay rates for example have been measured
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for a number of Z In the range I *  Z *  18 where excellent agreement 

has been found throughout** The most recent highly accurate measure
ments (within 1%) have been carried out on He* (2S) by Hinds et al and 

on Ar*^^ (2S) by Gould and Marrus. In the latter case, the IX 
accuracy obtained was sufficiently precise to observe the contribution 

to the total decay rate from the relativistic single photon Ml decay 
mode which, in hydrogenlike argon, makes a contribution of 3.2X to the

total decay rate.
The first observation of two-photon emission was carried out by 

Llpdes et al*̂ ln 1965 on He* (2S) using a coincidence counting 
technique. Since the photons were expected to have a continuous 
spectral distribution, centred around 20.1eV (608 A°), two "hard” u.v. 
wlndowlesa photomultipliers sensitive to photons In the range 200 - 

1200 X were used as detectors. They measured the coincidence signal as 
a function of angle between the detectors confirming the expected 

2
(1 + cos oC ) angular correlation.

In 1969, in the same laboratory, Artnra, Hovlck and Tolk re-observed 

the two-photon decay In He* (2S) this time using one "hard" and one 
"soft" phototube. They confirmed the continuous nature of the 
spectral distribution by placing various broad band filters over the 

face of the "soft" u.v. phototub^ sensitive from 1050 to 3500 X.

In 1970, Schmelder and Marrus observed the two-photon decay of 
the 2S, state In hydrogenllke Argon (Ar*^^) using e beamfoll experi
ment. They observed a broad continuous single photon spectrum between 

the detector threshold and energy E-3k.V In general agreement with the 
theoretical predictions for the spectral distribution. The spectrum 

of the sum energy of the photons observed as true
coincidences was shown to be a single peak at 3.3keV which is equal 

to the 2S - IS energy separation. Further, by using a time of g

di.'

f ■** i-T
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method in which decay photons were monitored as the foil-detector 
separation was varied, the first lifetime measurement of a hydrogenic 

2S state was carried out.
The first observations of two-photon emission in metastable atomic 

hydrogen was carried out by O'Connel et al in 1974, using a fast 
coincidence counting technique. The angular correlation of the 
coincidence count rate was investigated and results were in agreement

with the predicted (1 + cos o<) angular correlation.
33Oed and Krllger also observed this emission, estimating the decay 

rate over a narrow window of the spectral distribution and confirmed

41
its continuous nature.

In 1983, Gould and Marrus, using a beam foil technique, re-observed

the two-photon decay in hydrogenlike argon, Ar « confirming in 
great detail the continuous nature of the spectral distribution. By
taking into account very carefully a number of important systematic 
effects, their accurate measurements of the two-photon decay rate 
allowed them to derive the Lamb shift from the electric field quenching 

rate of the 2S, state, in agreement with theory.
However, although the above observations on decay rates, spectral 

distributions, and angular correlations confirm the theory of two- 

photon emission for the 2S state to a high degree,and the angular 
correlations, which involve averaging over photon polarisations, have 

been confirmed in H (2S) and He"̂  (2S), no direct polarisation co
rrelation measurements have previously been reported for the two-photon 

decay of a hydrogenic 2S state which is a true second order emission

process.
since atomic hydrogen le unique In the hydrogenic leoelectronlc 

sequence In producing two optical photons from the decay o£ the 2S 
state, the motivation for observing such a fundamental process In 

greater detail is quite clear.

A

S.
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In addition, since the photon polarisations are highly correlated 

the results bear on a well known and interesting problem in the 
quantum theory of measurement, first described by Einstein, Podolsky 

and Rosenf and elucidated by Bohr and Bohm. This relates to the 
completeness or otherwise of the quantum mechanical interpretation, and 

Chapter II discusses the relevant theoretical and experimental 
developments which have led to the idea that observations on certain 
two-photon polarisation correlations can be used as a test of the range 

of validity of quantum mechanics in an area where it could, conceivably,

break down*

Vi
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CHAPTER II

Il 2.1 lntroduc.tlon
Quantum Mechanics is one of two major revolutionary physical

theories developed this century (the other, of course is Relativity).

There can be no doubt that QM is a tremendously successful theory
which has increased greatly our understanding of nature on the atomic

and nuclear level, giving highly accurate predictions regarding the
structure of matter, electromagnetic radiation and their mutual 

★interaction .
since QM was developed, however, there have been repeated suggestions 

that Its statistical features possibly might be described by an 
underlying deterministic substructure, a quantum state representing 

a statistical ensemble of "hidden variable" states. The stimulus for 
such Ideas arose mainly from the dissatisfaction with the presently 
accepted Interpretation of the quantum theory, known as the Copenhagen-

oSttlngen Interpretation, due mainly to the efforts of Bohr, Heisenberg
47and Bom.

It Is well known that a number of eminent physicists who contributed 

to the development of quantum theory, most notably, Planck, Einstein, 

SchrBdlnger and de Broglie, expressed deep concern over It final 

formulation.
He now review briefly the QM formalism and describe the main 

philosophy behind the Copenhagen Interpretation.

II 2.2 QM and the Copenhagen Interpretation
Quantum mechanics makes quantitative prediction, about the outcome of 

a large number of Identically conducted experiments on an ensemble of 

identically prepared microscopic physical systems.

J'

Interestli»ly, atomic tydrogen has played a central
develoi^ since this single atomic systmn has
the testis« gtoisi for ever greater refinsmmts of the theory.
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In a QM system, physical 'observables' are represented by 

Hertnltlan operators in a complex linear vector space. Observables with 
commuting operators can be measured simultaneously while those with 

non-commuting operators cannot. Every measurement o£ an observable 
yields one of the eigenvalues of the corresponding operator. The QM 

state is represented by a state vector | +  > In the linear vector 
space (whose time variation satisfies the SchrBdlnger equation) and 

the statistical expectation value of an observable A Is given by;
< A > *  < V ' IA I ' ( '> /< V ' l< / '>

Si < f \ M 9 >

Alternatively, If the ensemble of the system Is described by a 
density operator^(a Hermltlan matrix) whi^ acts In a Hilbert space,

then the expection value of A is given by,
=  tfdce  ( / A ") 2.2

where, for the pure case,/» - \'('> «^\. »» thet

and expresses the fact that f Is "Indempotent
Regarding the microscopic systemsof Interest, one rejects the 

notion that objective physical properties can be attributed to them.
QM therefore concerns the Interaction of microsystems with experimental

apparatus and ^  their intrinsic character.
One divides microscopic/macroscopic systerns arbitrarily. For

Id s • 1 a > + X I a, > is the state vectorexample, if \f> 1 a^> + ^  | a^ > + Ô I «3

of a given QM system, then when a system in state \f> enters an 
apparatus designed to measure an observable A, the apparatus randomly 

records one of the eigenvalues a^, a^, with probabilities
1-<|^ I p l ^  respectively. For an ensemble of Identical
systemsall In the pure state \'t>> bhe result of a series of 
nents for observable A turns the ensemble Into a mixture l.e.

2.3

I >
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i.e. all off-diagonal 'interference terms' disappear. This process, 
in which a change of state occurs (reduction of the wave-packet) is 

not describable by the SchrBdinger equation. Rather, the state 

vector reduction has already taken place at the time when we con
sider any definite experimental set-up and so is not really a 
physical event. If it were, it would be in contradiction with 
relativity since the probability amplitude at the moment of detection 
would have to become zero instantaneously at other points in space.

In principal, no causal description can be given why a 
particular eigenvalue results in a given measurement. The state vector, 

therefore, is used merely as a tool for predicting the relative 
probability for the different outcomes when the given quantum system

interacts with the measurement apparatus.
This interpretation clearly requires a radical departure from

•k
classical notions on causality, determinism, physical reality, 

and in particular on the nature of measurement. (In classical 
mechanics, the measurement prpcess yields information on an already 

existing state of affairs, while in QM an observable acquires a

*This interpretation has far reaching consequencies regarding 
die nature of physical reaUty since the microscopic system of 
Interest the mea8urin3 device constitutes from this point 
of view an indivisible fd»le.

i. 1

r .1

s.tN

li



definite value as a result of a measurement).
In particular, the inability of QM to predict with certainty the

behaviour of a single microscopic system (which has been found
unsatisfying to many individuals) stimulated the search for a more
complete picture of the measurement process. This effort has resulted
in theories with further degrees of freedom not contained in QM
and known as "hidden variable" theories. (For a survey of such

50
theories, the reader is referred to the work of Belinfante

II 2.3 Search for Hidden Variables
J.S. Bell° has described the search for hidden variables in 

the following manner; "It is interesting to ask if the statistical 
element (in QM) be thought of as arising, as in classical statistical 

mechanics because the states in question are average» . over better 

defined states for which individually, the results would be quite

determined".
These hypothetical states, termed "dispersion free" would be 

specified not only by the QM state vector |^> but also by further 
parameters or "hidden variables"A whose function is to reproduce 

the measurable peculkirities of QM when averaged over.
The real impetus to search for hidden variables, without doubt, 

came from a classic paper by Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen in 1935 
(EPR) in which they questioned the completeness of the QM description 

of physical reality. By considering a system of two spatially 
separated but QM correlated particles and making some assumptions 
about the nature of reality, they showed that the results of various 
experiments are predetermined but that this fact is not part of the 

QM description and hence that description is incomplete. They 
concluded that QM should be supplemented by postulating the existence 

of additional variables, the specification of which would p

■i:
/p.'
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determine the result of measuring any observable of a system. As a 

result, the complete theory would provide a causal description for 

all those processes that quantum theory treated as acausal. They 
believed the predictions of QM to be correct, but only as consequet^—  

of the statistical distributions of the hidden variables^.
Bohr^ replied to EPR defending the completeness of QM and criticised 

EPR's argument on the basis that their formulation of a "criterion of 
physical reality" contained an essential ambiguity when applied to a 
quantum system. He concluded that the whole realistic viewpoint is 
inapplicable to microscopic systems. This view was further strengthened 

by the publication of a famous paper by von Neumann on the mathe
matical impossibility of such a hidden variable completion of QM. This 

theory could not tolerate "dispersion free ensembles" and had to be 
considered objectively false if hidden variables existed. He stated 

that, "we need not go any further into the mechanism of the hidden 
parameters since we now know that the established results of quantum 

mechanics can never be re-derived with their help". This claim 
stifled any progress in the search for hidden variable theories for

nearly two decades.
It was first realised by Bohm that von Heumann's theotea in fact ^

did not have the generality and exhaustiveness attributed to it. Bell 
was first to pinpoint the axiom (discussed in appendix I ) by which
von Neumann'a formulation violated the elementary principles of any
realistic hidden variables theory. He also demonstrated In this paper

that the assumptions contained in the Impossibility proofs of Jauch

and Plron*’ and Gleason”  were unreasonable. The way was then open

for ft cftusftl completion of QM.
11.2.4 Discovery of Bell's Theorem

In 1965 ft mftjor discovery took piece . J.S. Bell showed thet for 
the Gedftnken experiment of Böhm“ in which one considers the quentum

- ik
- f I
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mechanical correlations between spatially separated particles), that 

no deterministic hidden variable theory, satisfying a reasonable 
condition of locality, could reproduce all of the statistical predictions 
of quantum mechanics. In particular, he discovered an upper bound set 
on the strength of the correlations allowed by such theories expressed 
in the now celebrated Bell Inequality and that in certain situations, 

quantum mechanical predictions violate this inequality.
In fact, it is the requirement of localitjr, or more precisely, that 

the result of a measurement on one system be unaffected by operations 

(measurements) on a distant system with which it has interacted in

the past that creates the essential difficulty.
Bell’s original analysis assumed ideal apparatus and systems and so 

was stated in a form not directly applicable to real experiments. His 

analysis was subsequently extended by Clauser et al to apply to 
realisable experiments this being possible using a reasonable 
supplementary assumption. They specifically proposed in this paper an 
atomic cascade experiment as the experimental area where a decisive 
test could be made, and derived the conditions for such an experiment.

Bell’s theorem has subsequently been generalized and shown to apply 

to a much broader family of hidden variable theories, termed local 
realistic theories”  (stochastic theories) of which deterministic 
hidden variable theories are a sub-group. Hence, it would appear that 
it is the objectivity of the associated systems and their locality which 

produces the incompatibility with quantum mechanics, not their 
deterministic character. The great importance of Bell’s theorem 
lies in the fact that it points to a single experimental arrangemej^
4n whirh such hidden variable theories can be tested agains^

quantum mechanics.

i 1

I ,
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The Gedanken experiment of Bohm Is central to Bell s theorem 

consequently, «e now present this Important argument along with the

assumptions therein.
IT ^.5 The Eln.tetn -  P o d o l .kv-Rosen-Bohm Gedanken experiment

There are four premises on which the Important argument of EPR

in a complete theory, there Is an element corresponding to 

each element of reality.
(ii) A sufficient condition for the the reality of a physical

quantity Is the possibility of predicting It with certainty 
(l.e with probability equal to unity) without disturbing

the system.
(Ill) some of the quantum mechanical predictions concerning 

observations on a system of two spatially separated 

particles are correct.
(iv) Actlon-at-a-dlstance has no meaning In nature.

With these premises, EPR showed that for spatially separated 
particles which have previously Interacted, two physical quantities 
described by non-commuting operators can have simultaneous reality, 
contrary to the QM description. * conceptually equivalent but simpler 

form of their argument was stated by Bohm^ In terms of discreet 
states, in which a source emits pairs of spin ¡i particles prepared

in the singlet S - 0 state.
we consider the optical transposition o^Bohm's Gedanken experi

ment first described by Bohm and Aharonov since this has more
1 «• anri the experimental situationrelevance to the present experiment, and the p

envisaged is shown in Fig 6.

, ... . . m . .  .1- » •  —

i “
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-1

vjr 6 EPR-BOHM GEDANKEN EXPERIMENT WITH CORRELATED PAIRS OF 
mJcllL ANAL?sro r  IN ORIENTATION a IS FOLLOWED BY TWO DETECTORS AND 
A RESULT + 1 (-1) CORRESPONDS TO A LINEAR POLARISATION FOUND PARALLEL 
ÎpS Î iCuÎaV toT  analyser II IN ORIENTATION b ACTS SIMILARLY.

where 1 K^> . I *2> . I Yi> • I poUrlaation basis
states. We have shown previously (section 1.3) that such a state vector 

describes the two photons emitted In a J - 0-1-0 atomic cascade and 
also the two photons emitted from the spontaneous decay of metastable

atomic deuterium«
After the photons have separated far enough so that they cease to 

interact, one performs correlated measurements of their states of 
linear polarisations along arbitrary directions a and b with analysers

I, II.
Suppose photon 1, as a result of a measurement Is found to be 

polarised along the x-axls (y-axls) the probability of which Is 50%. 

then one can predict with certainty and without disturbing photon 2 

that It will be polarised along the x-axls (y-axls) If It Is also 
measured, (EPR (ID). In accordance with the measurement, the reduction

of the state vector yields oneof the two states 1 > I
I y y  I > and shows that quantum mechanics predicts a strong

correlation between the observed photon polarisations. Let us con
sider that, while the photons are In flight, we decide to rotate the 
analysers, defining a new rotated x*. y', basis. The two-photon state 
vector lf> Is rotatlonally Invariant. Then, a measurement of the state 

of linear polarisation of photon 1 with respect to the primed axes
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yielding I > or I > allows one again to predict the linear 
polarisation state of photon 2. If, as EPR assume that,"since at the 
time of measurement the two systems(photons) no longer interact, no 
real change can take place in system 2 (photon 2) in consequence of 

any measurement on photon 1". (EPR iv), then photon 2 can be left 
in different polarisation states j x > or | x' >,say depending on 

what one chooses to measure on photon 1. The specification of 
photon 2 with respect to both the x, y and x', y' axes is more than 
is allowed by quantum mechanics since in general, these observables do 

not commute. EPR conclude that the polarisation of photon 2 and 
hence photon 1 must have been determined beforehand, contrary to the 
quantum mechanical description, hence, quantum mechanics at least in 

this particular situation, would appear to be incomplete.

II 2.6 Non-Locality "Paradox" and Furry’s Hypothesij^
Bohm and Aharonov**iirst pointed to an interesting interpretation 

of the EPR argument in t e r m s  of a non-local Itjr "paradox", related to 

the observed strong correlations between the separated systems.

The non-factorisable form of the state vector, equation 2.6 
represents a highly correlated state of photon polarisation involving 
Interference between the two terms. This polarisation interference 
persists, even when the photons ate remote from each other and have 
different frequencies, lienee the term non-local. If,as a result of 
a measurement on photon 1 the wave function collapses so that photon 
2 instantaneously assumes the polarisation state corresponding to 
that of photon 1 , then one might suppose that there exists instant

aneous interactions between the photons or between the photons and 
the appar.tus, responsible for this effect. Clearly such interactions 

would be outside the scope of quantum theory and would in general be 

la contradlcttoa with relativity.

:i

A

•1.
•t ,
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It has been shown recently however, that even l£ such Interactions 

do exist, that no signals (Information) can be transmitted from one 

system to another at speeds less than or greater than the speed of 

light.** The fact that the outcome of a measurement on photon I Is 
Intrinsically Indeterministic Introduces a random element Into the 
system sufficient to destroy any Information carrying ability of such

a system.
Schrôdlnger’L d  Furry’Iuggested that the above "paradox" could be 

resolved In a suitably modified theory In which the polarisation 
interference was eliminated. Then, the non-factorlslng pure state 

equation 2.6 Is assumed to evolve towards a correlated "mixture" of 

factorising states when the photons separate far enough. This 
localisation process then occurs over distances of the order of the 

coherence length of the wave packets associated with the emitted 
photons. However, this process would lead to a significant reduction 
in the observed correlation and experimental results In both positron 

annihilation and atomic cascades to date refute this hypothesis.

constrain actual systems have been proved by Bell himself and by
58

others. 53
Bell's theorem was modified by Clauser and Horne for a broad class

of theories which they designate objective local theories (OLT)
including inherently stochastic theories. Their proof is noieworthy
in that It defines an experiment which might actually be carried out
and which requires no auxiliary assumptions. He follow their derivation

closely.
II .3.l0b1ective Local Theories

The experimental arrangement used to formulate the proof is shown

■

•* li

f
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analyser

apparatus 2.

source

■♦Z

analyser

detector 1

(ÏZ 3

■“V ------
apparatus 1.

TTTr 7 apparatus configuration USED FOR A DISCUSSION OF 
local iHE¿RIES. A SOURCE E M m i N G  PARTIC^^ 
apparatuses each “ H«STIHG of an ^
I m f s m I S I  X L E r s S  THE ANALYSER AXES AND A FIXED REFERENCE
AXIS.

In fig. 7. A source of coincident two psrtlcle emissions Is viewed 

by two analyser-detector assemblies 1 and 2. Each analyser has 
externally adjustable parameters a and b,respectively. Thus a.h, might 

represent the orientation axes of linear polarlsers for photons or 

e<,ulvalently the directions of the field gradients of Stem-Gerlach 
magnets for spin % particles. Since the relevant source-apparatus 

geometry Is assumed constant and since other additional components 
(eg. filters, etc) remain In place throughout the experiment, we ignore

these in the discussion.
Let the source emit N two-partlcle systems In a given period of 

time while the analysers are set to positions a and b. During this 
period, let N^ (ci) sod N^ (b) denote the number of counts at detectors
I and 2.respectively and N^,(a,b) the number of coincidence counts

. a. Tf N is laree enough, then the ensemblefrom the two detectors. If » is ®
probabilities of obtaining these results are;

- Nj(a) / N  2.7

= N^(b)/N

I •

• i

élI-1
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Let the state of a particular two-partlcle system (between emission and 

detection) be denoted by > . As It evolves. It may or may not trigger 

a count at apparatus 1, and similarly for apparatus 2. (CH In fact 

assume no model regarding the state - It may or may not describe 
the ultimate essence of the system at the chosen time and so has no 
special characteristics.) However, X should at least determine the

probabilities of the outcome for these events.
Let p^ (A , a), p, ( X , b) be the probabilities of a count being

detected at apparatus 1, 2,respectively and let  ̂^ '**
the probability that both counts are detected. Since each emission 

in general may not have the same state, we allow a distribution^  

states. Accordingly, l . t ^ C A  ) be the normalised probability density 

characterising the ensemble of emissions. The ensemble probabilities, 

therefore, in equations 2.7 are given by;
P,{«> = /  p,(X,a>y»CX) J X

r

p,,(0,b) = f  p,JX.o.b)/*{X^JX

2 . 8

.here P Is the space of the states. Hote that the formulation 2.8 is 
quite general and valid also for quantum mechanics. He now make a 

radical departure from quantum mechanics by introducing a 2.

assumotlon, that Is, a formulation of 2.8 for which,

P,^CX,o,b) =

Clearly, if one regards each source emission as consisting of a pair 
of objective particles which have a space-llke separation and there Is 

no actlon-at-a-dlstance, then the probability p, that the second 
apparatus will be triggered will be independent of any triggering of the
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first apparatus, or upon the choice of a, or even on the presence 

of the first apparatus. A slsiilar assertion of Independence holds 

for p^ yielding equation 2.9*. CH call any theory for which equation
2.9 hllds, a local realistic theory. This class of theories contains 
deterministic local hidden variable theories discussed by Bell and 
Clauser et a U  CH drop the term "hidden variable theories", since 
traditionally this was used to represent theories characterised by 

dlsperslon-free states (deterministic theories).

II 3.2 Experimental Consequences
I

CH introduce the following theorem wbeJ. Is proved by them. If x.x 

y, y’ . X. y. are the real numbers such that 0 < x. x’ i X) 0 < y.y’ s< Y. 

then,
- X Y i  ¿ o  2.10

Letting a. a>. b. b'. be two orientations of analyser 1 and 2 respect- 

ively, then the inequalities,
o  6 p ,(A ,o ), *  '

must hold for sensible probabilities. Combining these Inequalities 

with the theorem of equation 2.10 yields Immediately. ^
-1 « p, ( X,a) p,(7i,k) -  p, (> ,« )P, (\l>') + P ,( \“

Multiplying throughout by^(A). Integrating overXand using q 

2.8 and 2.9 gives, , .

- I  6  P,a(0>'>)- P ,x t ‘^‘>'> ^

-  p.to^ -  Paf»> ^  °

¡■j

* More g— rally. *e fixtored f o ^  aOmointlcal point o f  v i e w  that there Is no action at a distance
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which constrain the statistical predictions of any OLT. These are on. 
form of Bell's Inequalities. Note that the left side of Inequalities 

2.13 requited an assumption of normalisation, that Is,
/ ' y . a ) < J X  =  1

and requires knowledge of the absolute magnitude of the probabilities, 

whereas the right hand Inequality can be re-wrltten,

r.Ca') +  p^Cb)

This inequality Involves only the ratios of the probabilities and hence, 

very Importantly Is Independent on N, the actual number of two-partlcle

emissions.
Using equations 2.1 again, and defining R (a,b,) as the 

coincident detections, r^ (a), r^ (b) as the rates of single particle 

detections by either apparatus, then equation 2.15 can be expressed 

In terms of experimentally observable count rates aŝ ,
R  (Q>) -  R  (O.b'’) d- R  (o',b) +  R ( a >  ) ^  j

f.(a') +

11 3.3 Considerations of Symmetry
Most experiments Involve preparing the particles for detection In 

an apparatus with cylindrical symmetry since the quantum mechanical 
predictions for the detection rates and correlations exhibit this

symmetry.
We will show later that this Indeed 1» the case in photon correlat-

ion experiments. Thus»

and QH

[ P , a n d

are

are

are

independent of a

independent of b

functions only of ja - bj

2.17 a

•î
».

•i-



we assume that the same symmetries apply to local realistic theories.

yielding p
P,C«) = Pii ^  independent of a

p (W) =  P, s \  I"»*?*"-*®"' ”
2.17 b

relationships In fact need not hold for OLT's since there may be
t the hidden variable level. However, such

These
symmetry breaking factors a 
assumptions can always be verified experimentally.

we now choose particular settings of the analysers a. a’, b, b’

,.bl=la'-kl = la'-l»' I = i|o -b 'l = i>
such that

1 a - P  I -  l“ - ' ' “ S' 2.18

This choice of settings results In the largest conflict between Bell's 

inequalities and the relevant QM predictions. With the assumptions 

of equations 2.10 and 2.18,equation 2.13 becomes-,

- I *  ^ - P,x - P. -  Pa

or -1 s  3 R ( < ^ ) - R C ? ^ )  - R, -  ®

in terms of count rates#
The right hand side of 2.19a yields,

i- 1 2.20

P, d-Pa
11 3 .» Incomnatlblllty with Quantum Mechanics,

We now show that the quantum mechanical predictions lot cert 
experiments described by the configuration of fig 7. violate the 
above Inequalities. The quantum mechanical predictions for such 

an experiment take the following form. ( appendix II

*-

I i
i.

r

■'l !i,
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r." 2.21

These predictions ere charscteristic for the experiments of interest, 

for example, the spin >s - spin % GedanVcen experiment of Bohn, the 
positron annihilation experiment, and for the t«o-photon-cascade 

experiments already performed by Freedman and Clauser, Holt and^^^^  ̂

Piphin^', Clauser?Fry and Thomson? Aspect and his coilahorators.The 

present experiment naturally has similar predictions.
In the above e x p r e s s i o n s , 1,2) represents the quantum

efficiency of detector i, and  ̂ ^
2.22

where C*-, maximum and minimum transmissions of the
, . . gf (gf) is the transmission efficiency ofanalysers. (For photons,

polariser I for light polarised parallel (perpendicular) to the 

polariser transmission axis).
The functions f^. f^ are the collimator efficiences, le. the proba

bility that an appropriate emission enters apparatus 1,2. The function 

g is the angular correlation factor, or conditional probability that if 

emission 1 enters apparatus 1, then emission two will enter apparatus 2-, 

these are actually a function of the collimator acceptance half

angle 0.
The function F - F (9 ) is a measure of the initial state purity 

and hence, the Inherent quantum mechanical correlations of the two 

emissions. The values of n are 1 or 2 depending on whether the

"particles" are fermions or bosons (appendix II )
inserting the QM predictions of equation 2.21 into the inequality

2.20, setting, for simplicity, \ 2 " *1- *

£ » £ * then.
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relative orientation ^ =tt/8, where “ 0Selecting the optimum rei.ativ« ------------
(refer to fig. 8) then the condition for a violation of equation 2.20

becomes»

This result is very generel and shows that any correlation expdrlnent 
with parameters In the domain speciiied by equation 2.2* Is capable of 
distinguishing between the predictions of local realistic theories 

and quantum mechanics. Clearly In the neatly Ideal situation,
( n s  3 s B s £  » F m l  ) the QM predictions violate this Inequality. 

These condUlons. however, are so stringent that to date, no experiment 

has been performed which can violate 2.2* and thus 2.20 directly.
For photon cascade experiments, the angular correlation function 

g (6) «  1 since such a process Is a 3 - body decay; two-photons plus 

the atom, and also, detection efflclences are low. For posltronlum 
annihilation, g (8 ) = 1 since the two 0.5 Mev gamma rays travel In 
opposite directions but even here, the analyser efficiencies are low 
since the gamma rays have to be Compton scattered before detection. In 

this process, the direction of Compton scattering Is a statistically
weak index of the photon's linear polarisation and so neither photon

56
is forced to make a binary decision.
11 3.5 Consequences with a Supplementary Assumption

CH now introduce a physically plausible supplementary assumption 

which is adequate to allow the results of atomic cascade experiment, 

to teat OLT's. This assumption Is that, for every emission, th¿_ 

)robabllltv of a count with a polarlser In place Is less the 

.oual to theorobab- > r
allows us to replace the probabilities of single counts pj 1»

i:

¥ A* f f|

, ' I ^



FIG 8 ANALYSER ORIENTATIONS WHICH LEAD TO THE LARGEST CONFLICT 
BETWEEN BELL’S INEQUALITIES AND QUANTUM MECHANICS.

2.190 by selected colAcldence rates. Thus we assume for every > and 

all values of a and b,
O  6  P . C V )  *  P. ^  ' 2.25
O  6  Px(X,b> i P, ‘

where «.denotes the absence of the polarlser, and so ( A . oo 1
the probability of a count from detector 1 when the polarlser Is absent

and the emission state 1, A  . Similarly for p^ ( X. «» ) «<» -PP«*“ » 
2. This is called the no-enhancement assumpHon of Clauser and H o ^ .

inequalities 2.25 with the theorem of 2.10 and using similar 

arguments that led from 2.8 to 2.13. one obtains,

53

'•iVl

where

P,^Cx,u) = y*p. CA.X) r,cx,')>r
2.27

for all X and y.
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Note that all terms In equation 2.26 involve Joint probabilities for 
coincident counts at the two detectors whereas equation 2.13 Involved 

probabilities of single counts at the respective detectors.

II 3.6 Symmetry Conditions
Once again, we Invoke a rotational invariance argument, requiting 

(J) p (a,«9) is Independent of a; Rĵ  (a) • Rĵ

(li)
(111) P,, (a. b) - P , ,  « Î» : R <a. b) -  R ( j i )  -here - ja - b|

b; (b) ■ R2
2.28

'12 '■' ’ 12
and choose a, a', b, b* so that,

a - bl - |a- - b’l - *> la - b'l -<i>.

2.30

These assumptions along with 2.26 yields,

_  too,«» < 3 p„i<<>)- P „ . C 3 4 ) - °  2.29

for all a',b, constraining the Joint probabilities for coincident

counts at the two detectors. The quantum mechanical predictions 2.21,

and the other Joint probabilities in 2.29, that is,

p^^ ( a > )  f (6) .8 (9) si
2

*’12 (»,b) - i (9 ) •«

D (*.») - »1 . <1 T i  ̂ '*̂ 12 ’ 1 ' rtf 2 29 in a form similar toresult in a violation in the upper bound of 2.29 in a to
that of 2.24, but now independent of the detection efficiencies 

and the angular correlation factor g ( - )•

ê [V2(c./£+)̂ F(®> + ']  ̂ ^
As before,we have used^* Tt> and set

Thls inequality constrains OLT's and shows that photon cascade

experiments can be used as a valid test of OLT's versus quantum 

mechanics if the CH no-enhancement assumption is valijj.
II 3.7 Bell’s To.nualities In ------ - Coincidence Count Rajes.

Since the emission rates in the various cascade experiments were

«'I t|.

£ .
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2.32

2.33

held constant (monitored by auxiliary apparatus) then we can write the 

ratios of probabilities as the ratios of count rates, l.e.

Pl2 ‘ ’’1 2  / “ 0

^12 (a',00) / p^2 («>.<")- « 1  / ’‘ 0  

p^^ («0, b) / p^j («0.«0) - ^2 ' *0

Insetting 2.32 into 2.29 now yields the inequality,

-  R, 6 -3R(<i)-R(3^) -  R,- Ra 4 O

In fact, Clauser, Horne , Shlmony and Hoi ’ first derived this form 
of Bell's inequality, but used an alternative supplementary assumption.

II 3 .8 Freedman's Simplified Form
Freedman showed that the above inequality 2.33 can be further

reduced to a very simplified and convenient form for comparison with

experiment. Let us take the optimal value ( ^ » f )  
violation for 2.37 by cascade photon experiments yielding,

- R . s  3 R C ® ) - °
Taking now the optimal value ^ s f f o r  the lower limit violation of 

2.33, remembering that 3^ * ^

- R ,  i. 3 R ( ^ ) - R ( ^ ) - R , - R x ^ °
a 9 Ra 2 35 bv R subtractittg 2.35 fromDividing both inequalities 2.34, oy q

2.34 we obtain, , Ttl \
X ^ R C i )  -

"  ̂ '  Ro
or finally,

1 Rt?) -  ̂ 1/
« n 1 1 'a Tneaualitv involves measurements of This simple statement of Bell s Ineq y

. o 0 9  R(67.5°)and R the coincidenceonly three coincidence rates, R(22.5 ), R1&/ o

rate with both polarisers removed.

2.36

2.37 t..
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II ^.1 Quantum Mechanical Coincidence Rates; Ideal Case
The joint linear polarisation measurements made by polarisers 

oriented at angles and to the x-axis, Fig. 7. projects the 

state of equation 1.41 onto the two linear polarisation states,

\<P̂ > » cosj)^ 1 X|> + I 7,7 2.38

|(^> - cos^2 1 *2^ ^
Thus l e  coincidence probability that one expects to measure In the 
Ideal case considered for the state vector of equation 1.4» Is given by.

l̂ l̂' ^̂ 7 2
- I 1 (cos 0a COS 02 sin 02^ I

- ^  2.40

a 1 (1 + COS 20 )

where (J- - - çi j
mission axel The cos^ variation In coincidence count rate derived 

above is in agreement with that obtained In Chapter 1. section 2.1 
from the theory of two-photon emission, (see equation 1.31), where 
in that case the transition probability w“  was shown to depend on a 
statistical relationship between the electric vectors of the photons,

V-

 ̂M

.A ^ \2of the form, (e^. «2' cos

To emphasise the nature of the QM correlation, we consider a
simple deterministic theory following an Intuitive line of thought

bt
first presented by Holt.

Suppose we have an Isotropic source emitting pairs of photons In 

the i z directions which do not always come out In the

IV' >•
-h'.



Let the photons have well defined polarisation vectors such that for 
each pair the directions of linear polarisation are parallel, fig 9. 

in order to get single rates Independent of , <j>̂ we require the 
angle of emission with respect to the :< - axis . to occur with equal

probability from O to .
For a particular pair emitted at angle 6, the coincidence probability.

p (9. -8) - ® >

2.aO

For the whole ensemble^ the coincidence rate expected is thus,

r (i/),(^2) - cos^

■ i (.1 + i! cos ]
- i [̂ 1 + >5 cos 2<PJ 

where the relative polariser orientation. This correlation

function hal the same shape as the QH prediction but does not reach the

same extremes, fig 10. Other local deterministic models can approach
the QM predictions more closely, but all are constrained by Bell's

inequality.
tl a. 3 Quantum Mechanical Coincidence Rate; Actual Experiment

The form of the coincidence rate to be expected in a photon corre

lation experiment such as the present one can easily be obtained from

P^TT«.'“ )

1 2
*(■ ^4 L^+ - -

of the polarlsirs. We shall later test this quantum mechanical prediction 

when the actual polarisation correlation results ate presented in

Chapter IV.

' m

F (0) cos V ]
r ̂ igiB■ g fjH
• t r J 
• -1 1

+£^>
H "I 
1 ,

■M m 1
e . ■' s

(9) cos2<^ ]- i. ̂  ) F m
‘•*i
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lIL^lntroduction
A schematic diagram of the apparatus Is shown In fig. II. Protons 

(douterons) are extracted from a radio-frequency Ion source and 
focussed hy an elnrel lens Into a coeslum charge-exchange cell producing 
a neutral beam of atomic hydrogen (deuterium) which Is collimated before 

entering the detection region. Here, the beam Is observed by two 
symmetrically positioned u.v. transmitting optical systems consisting 

of a vacuum window, lens, plle-of-plates polariser and fast photo
multiplier. The photomultiplier tubes are coupled to a delayed coincidence 

circuit Which monitors the distribution of arrival time differences of

pulses from the photomultiplier anodes.
The metastable flux Is monitored‘by quenching In an electric field and

the resulting Lyman alpha radiation detected by a photomultiplier with an 

oxygen window.
Finally, the atomic beam enters the magnet tank and Is collected 

by a neutral current detector/Faraday cup. With the caesium cell off, 
the charged components of the resulting Ion beam can be analysed by a 

mass separating magnet and collected In a Faraday cup.
A set of electric field plates prior to the observation region Is 

used to quench the metastables periodically so that the background may

be monitored.
Ill 3.1 Vacuum System

The vacuum system consists of three main stainless steel chambers, 
individually pumped, designated from the source as Rectangular Tank, 

vacuum Generator, chamber I (VGl) and Vacuum Generators chamber II 
(VOID. These chambers could be Isolated from their respective pumping 

systems by quarter swing butterfly valves, pneumatically controlled.
The Ractangular Tank Is pumped by a slx-lnch Rdw.rds E06 oil flU«<l

* ;

ni
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diffusion pump (1350 I s'S with water cooled chevron baffle and 
backed by a two-stage oil filled rotary pump, type ED660 with a dls-^^ 
placement of 660 1 mln'^ Typical pressure in this chamber was 3.10 
torr with the ion source off and 4.10‘* torr with the source running.

Chambers VGI and VGII are identical 8 inch OHV crosspieces bolted 
together and pumped by 6 inch. E06 diffusion pumps with thermo-electric and 

water cooled chevron baffles respectively. The pressure in these tanks 

„as 2.0.10-’ torr, the presence of the atomic beam making little diff
erence. Backing was provided by an ISC 450B single-stage oil filled

rotary pump with a displacement of 550 1 min .
santovac 5 pumping fluid is used throughout because of its exceptional

high vacuum performance, in particular, its chemical and thermal^ 

stability, its extremely low vapour pressure (2.10 torr at 20 c> 

and its breakdosm products being electrically conducting.
Bolted to the end of tank VGII is the magnet tank with a short beam

line attached, pumped via tank VGII.
A combination of copper and rubber gaskets are used to seal the 

Chambers and each chamber has a VIG 21 ionisation gauge head with thorium

coated iridium filaments (non bum-out) and a measuring range
-  2 -10 ^10 - 10 torr.

Ill 3.2 Rectangular Tank
The design of this vacuum chamber arose out of a number of imp 

reguirements. Firstly, it had to support and align the ion source 
assembly, it had to minimise the physical separation along the beam 
line between source and charge exchange cell (in an attempt to achieve 

high atomic beam densities) and finally, to pump effectively the gas 

load from the RF ion source.
A rectangular design was chosen whose dimensions were approximately

27.5 X 25.3 X 10.5 cm With a matching section below it to the pump

^ \
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orifice. From the tank dimensions, the calculated conductance 
C» 1106 ls‘^, sufficiently high such that Its effect on the pumping 
speed would be to reduce It by less than 20%. Three ports were In
cluded in the design, one for a roughing line, the second for pressure 
monitoring and the third spare - to be used, for example, for the In- 

sertion of a retractable Faraday cup.

Ill 3.3 Pumping Speed at Source
It is important to show that the effective pumping speed is adequate

to handle the required gas load from the source. ^
The gas consumption, at full source output Is quoted to be 10cm hour

at one atmosphere (a.lO'^ torr Is'^ while the pressure In the "source 
pumping Chamber" should not exceed I.IO*’ torr. At this pressure, the 

gas load Is 100 ls-^ hence the effective pumping speed should

be > 100 Is
 ̂ f einzel lens (EL) and rectangular tank (RT) wereThe conductance of the einzei lens vi:.*./

calculated, from their geometry, to be.

“EL
“RT

150 Is-1 (air)

1106 Is- i

The system conductance C.̂  Is therefore given by.

1 « 1 + 1 
-T ^EL

hence - 132 Is  ̂for air at 300 K .

3.1

For Hydrogen (deuterium), the system conductance Is higher by a factor 

3.8 (2.7) and so - 500 Is'^ (306 Is'^. The pumping speed for
(D^) of a six inch diffusion pump with butterfly valve and baffle Is

s - 970 Is'^ (680) and so the effective pumping speed is glv«»

Vi

by, • j ̂ N

360 680 3.2
*eff
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Thus S - 330 ls‘  ̂ (240) > gas load, as required. 
e£f

The gas load from the caesium cell was estimated to k. 2 Is at a 
pressure p-io'^ torr and therefore negligible In the above calculation.

XII 4.1 The Ion Source
This is a Thoneman type radio-frequency Ion source, model C-SO-173 

produced by High Voltage Engineering Corporation. Burlington. Massachusetts 

It is a heavy duty, prolific source of hydrogen and other Ions. A 
beam energy of up to 35keV. (30kV acceleration and 5kV probe) with total 

hydrogen Ion current approaching 2mA and proton fraction >0.75 Is

possible.
The source bottle, made from quartz contains hydrogen at a pressure 

of ~  10-^ torr which Is excited by a 140MHz radio-frequency oscillator, 

capacitlvely coupled to the gas. Fig 12. The plasma Is confined by an 
axial magnetic field and the base of the source is fitted with a 
stainless steel lined aluminium canal (surrounded hy a quartz bush)

through which Ions are extracted. Source output Is optimised by
field, oscillator loading control of the source gas pressure, magnetic flel

and acceleration voltages.
A 200W self-excltlng oscillator, type B-TE-78 containing two 4CX 

250B air cooled electron tubes is used to excite the discharge. The 
oscillator plate and screen power supply provides 750V. 600mA DC.
The RF output is fed via two plate lines (exciter lines) to a 300* twin 
lead transmission line and Is coupled to the source bottle by external 

electrodes placed on either side of the magnet, which In turn is 
powered by a lOOV. 2A DC power supply. Loading adjustment Is achieved 
by altering the height of the clips on the twin feeder line above the 
Shorted end of the exciter line and source tuning Is accomplished 
using a 1.6 pF. 1.5kV variable capacitor connected In parallel with 

the electrodes and located on the source base mounting flange.

4!
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Hydrogen (deuterium) flows from a small cylinder to a palladium 
leak heated by a 5V. 12A AC supply, the leak temperature controlling 
the flow rate and hence the pressure In the source. Source pressure 

was monitored In the adjacent rectangular vacuum chamber.
The source bottle and RF oscillator are both air cooled by fans 

producing a throughput of 90ft'’ min'^ (2430 1 min*’) at one atmosphere 
The source output Is very stable for periods of several weeks, after

which time the hydrogen cylinder needs re-filled.
The canal and bottle lifetimes are quoted to be, 100 and 700 hours, 

respectively, at full source output. By operating the source at low 
energies, we have obtained lifetimes greater by at least an order of

magnitude.
Ill 4.2 Extraction, Acceleration and Focussing

The probe electrode, coupled to a lOkV, 10mA DC supply blase, the

plasma with respect to the extraction canal, 2mm diameter and 16mm
long, which is surrounded by an Insulating quarts sleeve. As the probe
voltage is raised, a sheath region develops between the canal tip and
the body of the discharge, forming a roughly spherical plasma surface

over the mouth of the quarts sleeve. This acts a, a lens, focussing
ions through the canal (to a beam waist at Its centre) and acceleration

to their final energy takes place In the region between the ca
the grounded snout of the elnsel lens. Immediately downstream. This
••gap lens" thus controls the initial beam divergence. The elnsel lens
IS operated In the ••decel-accel" mode with the central electrode positive

la. „ _ V + V to focus theand so requires a voltage probe accel
* . •

beam on target.
ai aa4«,dbl lens are mounted in a 6 Inch diameter The RF source and einzel lens ar

bushing .....blY, a .«tlon of which Is Insulated for 30kV. Alignment 
between sourc. head and lens assembly 1. pre-determlned and repeatable.

n.
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porcelain insulators.
TTT ..3 Observations on th. Fv^r.cted Ion Beam

Durln* the early stages of the apparatus construction, Interest

«ntred naturally on the ion source performance. With a large deep, 
paraday cup UOmrn entrance aperture) bolted directly to the rectangular

,„ro the cup «as measured to be 1, (total) - «0,.. This compared «e
with the quoted "LAB TEST STAND"!Igure of 450y.A. The source perveance

 ̂ I to the accelerating potential V,P which relates the extracted current

is given by

P - 1 /
. i .i ..o- V a v -^^"

a the aid of a quarts window (covered byThe beam profile was observed with the ai
th a erid) which fluoresces under Ion bombardment, a high transmission earthed g

j c i-Ko pinzel lens (near the centre At a distance d~35cm from the end of the elnsel
n  when later installed), a 5keV beam was of the charge-exchange cell when later

rircular spot * 1.0cm diameter. Taking observed to focuS to a uniform circular p
, th. .»traction canal (diameter 2.1mm), the object to be half way along the extr

t(o. M = 5 at this position - approximately that the overall magnification

. . . . . . . . .  ■“
during charge-exchange.

Ptg 13 Shows the total beam current as a function of energy extracted
Itom the KE source and focussed Into a U m  diameter retractable Ear.day

, Secondary electrons were suppressed
cup in tank VOX (detection region). Secono
using a biased grid at a potential of -43volts. The total beam en„gy
is set by the sum of probe and acceleration voltages and the outp

w L mulr law. Evidently, the probe determines
initially follows the Langmuir V

•I
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. j‘i

fig 13 TOTAL BEAM CURBENT AS A FUNCTION OF E N ^  FOCUSSED
m i  m  f^ at cuf. entrance aperture ♦ - i cm-
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.He total ion flux enanatin. iron, the source bottle, while increasing 

the acceleration . for a given probe voltage. Increases the ton beam 

lutenslty at the target by decreasing the beam emittance in the

acceleration region.
Ill 4.4 Magnetic Separation
yne source output -as mass analysed at the end of the apparatus using 
, C-type electromagnet (cut from soft iron) capable of producing a field

B .  0.05 Tesla between its pole pieces, which are 12.5cm diameter, 

spaced by 3 cm and designed to fit neatly into the recesses 
Helow the magnet tanh. The ions were deflected 30» and the beam was 
collimated by a .mm diameter aperture at the entrance to the magnet tanh.

t-h- rnroton fraction was measured to be With hydrogen in the source, P
Deuterium was introduced giving f ^0.65. slightly lower than expected. Deuteriu

^ fraction f - 0.75 which with continuous operationan improved deuteron fraction
.  the discharge, rose to O.SS.fig 1.- Sinc'e cleanliness of the source 
Hottle is the main factor affecting monatomic ion yield, the discharge 

evidently "cleans up" the bottle presumbly by ion bombardment.

Ill 5.1 Caesium Cell
the design of the caesium charge-exchange cell used is similar to that 

of Bacal et a u ” This design achieves a low loss rate of caesium by.

(1)

( 2 )

T 1 rhP flux of alkali metal atoms lost reducing to a low level, the flu
via the cell ports through an appropriate choice of cell 

geometry, and
continuously returning to the central evaporator the alhali 

metal condensed on the cell walls, using capillary action 

The central region of the cell (evaporator) is heated to-100 C 

at which a vapour pressure of lO'^ torr is achieved. As the melting 
point of caesium is 28.5»C. a constant temperature in the range 30 - 
*0» C is maintained at all the extremities of the cell by temperature

•I ..
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PXG. 1». mass analysis of ion seam e x a c t e d  from rf ion source

controlled circulating water. Therefore, outside the central Iso

thermal region, an Important temperature gradient exists.
In order to return the liquid condensate back to the central

s X . „f the cell is lined with several evaporator, the Internal surface of the cell
A /Ati-tiTNe riaid wick which fits layers of stainless steel gauze wound on tea rlgl

tightly against the Inner surfaces of the cell. The caesium which
condenses on this Is spread out by capillary action and does not get

^ V - Th- caesium thus circulates a chance to "ball up" and block the beam. The caesl

in a closed cycle, purifying Itself In the process.

‘ r
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Bacal‘’measuted the caesium atom £lux density through the cell ports 

to be I-S-IO^* atoms cm'^ s'^ for an evaporator temperature T - U0°C 
and a condenser temperature T - 32°C. This Is equivalent to a total 

loss rate of 6.l.l0-‘g hour-.' Ue have observed that a 5 gram ampoule 
of caesium will last a few months. In reasonable agreement with this 
observed loss rate. In practice, the evaporator and condenser temperatures 

were regulated to within * 0.5°C using thermocouples connected to 

temperature controllers.
The cell has three ports, one of which supports a needle valve for 

flushing the cell with argon when filling with caesium. The cell can 
be isolated from the vacuum system by gate values at either end. The 

important physical dimensions of the cell are as follows;

(i) Overall length * 30cm 
(11) Internal diameter with wicks In place, 1.8cm.

Ill 5.2 Production of the Metastable Beam
Experiments Involving charge-exchange of protons In gas targets

(N . Hj, Ar. Kr... ) to produce metastable hydrogen atoms have shown
th!t t L  cross-sections are small and reach a maximum at relatively^ ^

high energies. For nitrogen and argon, for example, (max) - 3.3 10

and 2.9 lo'^^m^ respectively,at an energy E - 25keV.
I„ the present experiment, a dense beam of metastable atomic hydrogen 

IS produced by the near-resonant charge-exchange of protons In caesium 

vapour, as the small energy defect of the reaction,

H* (0*) + Cs-aH(2S,2P) + Cs* - 0.49eV

( I

3.4

-►0(2S, 2P) “
at low energy for production of metastables, ensures a large cross section at low en gy ^

, first studied by Donally et al in 1964 and later by others. This process was first stuoiea j
« fn-r the above charge-exchange reaction Pradel measured the cross-section for the above g

 ̂ - t / \ — A __2 -a. -n energy E “ 600eV,and founder^ (««x) - 6.10 cm at an enei-sj+ m

■t • ,1

■fij:
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The fractional «etastabU yield in the outgoing beam was found to reach^ 

a maximum of 0.31 at an energy E - SOOeV and a target thickness»- 1.2 10^* 
-2atoms cm

It is interesting to note that at low energy EclkeV and at high 
target thickness ,rr = 10^^ atoms cm-^ caesium also provides the hlgh«t 

conversion efficiency among the alkali metals for the production of J) 

ions (by double electron capture by D*) for use In fusion research.

Ill S.3 Charge-Exchange Observations
with a proton beam of constant energy passing through caesium vapour, 

fig. 15 shows how the Lyman-alpha monitor count rate varies as a 
of cell temperature. As expected, a peak occurs around an evaporator 

temperature T - 110°C. This Is the optimum operating temperature for 
the production of metastabl.s and Is found to be (within a few degrees) 

the same for proton and deuteron beams, independent of beam energy.
Fig 16 shows the relative metastable density measured as a function 

of energy for charge-exchange of protons In caesium vapour, and for com

parison. that obtained In argon. (With the cell cool, argon was leaked

via a needle valve mounted on the cell).
These curves demonstrate clearly why caesium Is used In the low keV 

region to produce dense metastable atomic hydrogen beams. In caesium,

. the metastable density reaches a maximum around an energy E.SkeV. then 
falls off. while in argon, the density rises almost linearly over the 
energy range Investigated. Presumably, the significant difference In 

the variation of metastable density In caesium as compared to argon Is 
due to the fact that the cross-section for metastabl. production Is 

resonant In caesium while It Is non-resonant In argon.
Clearly, at energies above lOkeV. there Is little advantage In using 

caesium as opposed to argon or some other target gas for the production

o£ metastables.

■ i
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CELL TEMP. (®C)

FIG.15 LYMAN-ALPHA MONITOR COUNT RATE VERSUS CELL TEMPERATURE.
BEAM ENERGY E » 5keV

The absolute metastable density at the maximum in fig. 16 can be

estimated approximately from the equation,
/ a 3.5n (H ) » f I t j  evA

where I^ is the incident ion current measured in the VGI Faraday cup 
with the charge-exchange cell off. f^ is the proton fraction, f^ is the 

metastable fraction in the outgoing beam after charge-exchange, e is 

electronic charge, v is the beam velocity and A is the Dea ^
From fig 13(b), - »0/. a at E - 5keV or a velocity v - I0®cm s .

the proton fraction f^= 0.65 and the beam cross-section A*0.79 cm .
Pradel measured the metastable fraction in the outgoing beam (at a target

thlckness-T. 1.2 lO^* atoms cm'S over the energy range 0.5 - 2.5 keV
e, r - Skev eives f ^ 0-05. Using the above and extrapolated to an energy E ^ m

values, the metastable density, 3.6
nCHzs)“ 1.1 10 cm

1;..
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FIG 16. RELATIVE MET/^TABLEDENSm ̂  A FimCTIOH OF BE6M m m
FOR CHABOE-EXCHAHGE IN CAESIUM AND ARGON.



12 -2 -1nv » 8.8 10 cm s 3.7
while the metastable flux, 

at an energy E ■ 5keV,
However, the region In which the best statistical accuracy for the 
observation of a two-photon signal was found at an energy E =lkeV, and 
can be attributed to the behaviour at the background radiation generated 

by the interaction of the atomic beam In the apparatus. This will be 

discussed In greater detail In sections III.10 and IV \.l

Ill.b System Interlock
The experiment was Interlocked to prevent system damage In the event 

of malfunction, and In particular to protect the radio-frequency Ion 

source under the following conditions-,

1) Mains Power failure.
2) Pressure failure (vacuum)
3) Water failure (diffusion pump cooling)

4) High Voltage penetration (RF source)
Logic gates lend themselves Ideally to this type of application where a 
Change of state Is to be detected. CMOS 4011B Integrated circuits contain

ing quad 2-lnput Hand gates were wired as a series of flip-flops whose 

outputs Q and Q are complementary. Fig 17. With the Interlock switch 
Closed, and R momentarily brought low (reseO.Q Is high. Q Is low. B Is high 

so that transistor T1 switches on and the relay changeover contacts are

operated.
If the interlock sensor now goes open circuit (failure) Q goes g 

(Q low) and the transistor switches off. To re-set the circuit to 
initial state, the interlock switch must be closed and reset R brought

• low momentarily*
Each flip-flop is used to control a separate function and clearly 

the radio-frequency Ion source can be operated only when the vacuum

l.J
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U  satisfactory, the diffusion pumps are cooled, and the Faraday cage 
door is closed. More Importantly, the protection of personnel from 
high voltage shock was ensured hy the Faraday cage Interlock mlcroswltch.

the mains power Interlock was achieved using a latch r.mlay.whlch In 
the event of a sudden mains failure. Isolates all power to the experiment.

TWO power supplies were Included In the overall design, a 17V, 0.5A DC 

supply for the relays and a regulated 15V DC supply for the CMOS logic 

circuits, chosen for their relatively low switching speeds and high

noise immunity.
111. 7 Metastable Monitor System

to detect metastables, advantage Is taken of the low value of the 
Lamb shift. An applied electric field Stark mixes the radiative 2P states 

With the 2S state inducing a quenching transition with the subsequent

emission of a Lyman alpha photon.
rtf set of four plates similar to a The quenching system consits o

design of Spless et a u '  The Inner plates, biased at opposite potentials 

with respect to earth are 65mm long and spaced 40 mm apart. 4 distance 

3mm outside these plates are a set of Image plates, longer by 4 mm which 
seduce the fringe fields significantly so that guenchlng of the metastables 

takes place In a small region In front of the detector. Fig. 18 shows 

how the metastable monitor count rate varies as a function of the 
applied ,uench voltage and Indicates that t 250V Is ade,uate to quench 

the ..testable beam completely. 4 voltage of t 250 V therefor, was

permanently applied to these plates.
the Lyman alpha photon, were detected by an EMR 542 0-08-18 photo-

spectral response covering 105-220mn peaking at the Lyman-alpha wavelength, 

121.6mm. 4 sealed LIF window covered by a 1 diameter aperture Is

mounted on chamber VGII and dried molecular oxygen whose flow rate

1 .1
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FIG. 18. LYMAN ALPHA COUNT RATE VERSUS QUENCH VOLTAGE. 
BEAM ENERGY E- 795eV.

i'J

f i c .1 9 . wmah alpha count rate versus pre-quehch voltaoe

BEAM ENERGY E - 795eV



carefully monitored was allowed to flow between this window and the PM
tube acting as a filter for the radiation. Molecular oxygen has a very

TO
narrow transmission window at the wavelength.

III. 8 Pre-Quench Plates
These plates, 11.0cm long separated by a 2.5 cm are used to quench the 

metastable component of the beam so that the background can be monitored.

The end plates, which ensure a rigid construction have 1cm diameter 

apertures used to collimate the atomic beam immediately ahead of the 
detection region. Ideally, these plates should be very long with a low 
field applied, sufficient to deflect any remaining ions in the beam with

out quenching a significant fraction of the metastables. However, 
physical space was limited in the detection region and therefore their 
maximum length was determined by other constraints. The observed Lyman 

alpha count rate as a function of pre-quench voltage is shown in Fig. 19.
A voltage of * 200V is adequate to quench a fraction f > 99.5X of the 

metastable flux and the pre-quench plate voltages were switched alternat
ively between t 200V and OV to separate the radiation due to the metastables

from the other components of the beam.
It was felt important to ensure that the metastables decayed in as

near a aero field region as possible'. It is easy to show that (using 
Gauss' law) the field experienced by the metastables due to the remaining 

ions in the beam is E < O.OlVcm'^. On the other hand it was estimated 
that a voltage of t 40V on the pre-quench plat, which was necessary to 
remove the remaining ions, would quench _ 6 M  of the metastable flux and 

may have caused a leakage field in the interaction region E~0.5Vcm . 
in this case significant reduction in two-photon signal and hence stat

istical accuracy would have been unacceptable.
The motional electric field experienced by the atoms in the Earth's

magnetic field, (vertical component)

' i

• i

m M
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|e 1 - IV. X » vB,
O.ZVcm-1 .lÔ ras'̂ 3.8

so that the leakage field mentioned above would have caused little 

trouble in reality.
III.9 Coincidence Photomultipliers

These photomultipliers, obtained from EMI, type 9883QA (selected) and 

9B83QB ate fast linear focussed tubes for timing applications »1th an 
output pulse risetime of 2.2 ns and a gain of 3.10». The photocathodes, 
which are Bl-alkall »1th a quartz »Indo», have a spectral sensitivity cover

ing the range 180-600 mm and a quantum efficiency 28% at>- 920nm.
They combine good spectral matching to the t»o-photon radiation with low 

dark counts, typically AOs'" (9883QA) and ISOs'' (9883QB) respectively. 
These tubes have a high d * gain stage which results In a well resolved 
single electron response(S.E.R.) giving good discrimination against low 

amplitude background not derived from the photocathode. Fig.20 shows the 
optimised pulse height distribution for tube 9883QB. obtained by shaping 
the fast photomultiplier pulses in an amplifier, type NEA603 and feeding 

the inverted output pulses to a multichannel analyser.
Fig 21 shows how the S.E.R. (defined as the peak - to- valley ratio) 

varies with the cathode to d^ voltage V(k - d^) for tube 9883QA and it is 
clear that no significant improvement in resolution is obtained by operat

ing the first stage beyond 300 volts, where the S.E.R. - 3.2 (d^ gain d A  

at 300V). The well defined S.E.R. confines the thermionic background, 
ensuring very little •’statistical spill out" beyond 3 photoelectrons

equivalent.
Both photocathodes were operated at ground potential 

gradients across the P.M. windows which might introduce some sensitivity

to polarisation.

* is first dynoda
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jjl.9.1 Detection Electronics
The electronic system is designed to have the best practical timing 

„solution so that matched 50A cables are used throughout and the PM anodes 

were naturally matched to the cable. Since the photocathodes were operated

at ground potential, the anodes were AC coupled.
AS expected, the operation of the detection system in the absence of

an atomic beam gave rise to a spurious coincidence peak, most probably due
to cosmic rays and natural radioactivity in the environment. (Cross-talk

between channels was eliminated as far as possible by separating each
ampllfler/dlscrlminator channel into different HIM bins). The magnitude

of the spurious effect was reduced considerably by the large physical
separation of the P.M. tubes ll.im). Similar effects have been observed 

7, 72
by Novick, King et al and O'Connel et al.

in order to compensate for this effect, the metastable beam was mod

ulated by a DC electric quenching field while synchronously switching the 

detection system. This procedure, of course, doubled the measurement

period.
Pig.22 shows a schematic diagram of the electronic system. Pulses from 

the coincidence photomultipliers anodes were amplified in fast amplifiers, type 

LRS 333 with a 2ns rlsetlme and a maximum gain of x 10. The outpu 
pulses were then fed to a constant fraction differential discriminators.
ORTEC type 583. One discriminator output is taken directly to the Start 

input of a time-to amplitude converter (TAC) while the other is taken
through a variable delay to the Stop input. The TAC produces an output

a 1 a.̂ i-ho Arrival time difference of pulse whose amplitude is proportional to the a

the start and stop pulses.
The TAC output is Uken directly to the input of a multi-channel pulse 

height analyser (MCPHA). an Intertechnique DIDAC 800. The subgroup of 

the MCPHA memory being addressed by the TAC output is determined by a

i'-i. 'iT',.7■ V ■
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switch unit so that th. tl»a spectra for the beam «1th ..tastabU com
ponent present, then quenched are stored separately. The difference 
spectrum then represents the true signal due only to two-photon decay.

When the voltage on the pre-,uench plates Is being changed, the TAG 

output is gated off by the switch unit to avoid the possibility of

spurious coincidences, being generated.
The metastable monitor, which counts the Lyman alpha photon, emitted 

ty the metastable beam on entering the quench field is coupled to a 
slow shaping amplifier, type NE 4603 and integral discriminator type 
HE 4623. The discriminator output Is fed to a ratemeter and two scalars 

which are gated alternately on and off by the switch unit. One scalar 
monitors the metastable beam and the other the bachground. The différé^  

-K... two read-r<  Integrated metastable currê

iiapd In the normalisation procedure 

t t t .Q.2 Switch Unit
The timing of the switch unit Is controlled by a lOOhHs 0.1% accuracy

crystal controlled cloch. The switch unit fulfills six separate functions

as follows;
(1) it switches the pre-quench field high and low.
(2) , It route, the metastable monitor output to a corresponding

scalar depending on whether the pre-quench field Is high or low. 

It routes the TAG output to the appropriate subgroup of the 

multichannel analyser memory,
it continuously monitors the timing of the beam on/beam 

off periods.
it gates the TAG off during a pre-quench field switching

operation for a precise time. (0.655s)
(6) it switches the read/store function on the MGPHA.

The cloch unit «aa set to produce one output pul..... . five minutes

(3).

(4).

(5),
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52

and on arrival at the switch unit Initiates a change in the level o£ the 

pre-,uench field, provided the start button has been pressed. When, 

during a run. the stop button is pressed, the unit changes to a stop 

condition only after a switching cycle is complete thus preserving e,ual

beam on/ beam off times.
a detailed circuit dlagra. of this unit has been described previously. 

111.10 Backj^round Radiation
The spectral distribution of the background radiation in the presence 

of the beam in the detection region was investigated with the aid of a 

Macpherson vacuum ultraviolet monochromator whose 2400 grooves/mm 

grating was biased for a wavelength X- 300nm. Light from the atomic 
beam was focussed on to the entrance slit by a suprasll lens (X cut off 
- IbOnm). TO obtain sufficient intensity at the slit, a beam energy 
E . 3kev was re<,uired and so the distribution of the background around 
IkeV where the two-photon signal was observed can only be inferred from 

the present work. The main features of this radiation background were

as follows:
A strong Balmer spectrum, converging with rapidly decreasing 

Intensity to the BaLmer limit at 365nm.
A weak molecular band whose head lies at approximately

303.2 i.3nm and is degraded to the red. tack of intensity 

prevented resolution of the vibration - rotation structure but 

from a table of persistent band heads, a possible candidate is 

NH i.e. excitation of nitrogen in the background gas.
A faint continuum observed over the entire spectral range in
vestigated from 180 - 300nm. This radiation is possibly prod
uced by dissociation of excited molecular hydrogen created 

through Charge-exchange of the small (Dp fraction in the 

beam. It is well known that the lso-2scr^Zg state in mole

(1)

( 2 )

(3)
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o .3 ̂  +cular hydrogen decays to the repulsive IsO'Zpo 2.̂  state 
with the emission of a continuum over the spectral region 

160-500nm. Recent measurements of the products from the 

charge-transfer of (H^) ions in a caesium vapour have
73

confirmed this possible source of continuous radiation. 

Observation of the RF discharge with a hand held spectroscope 

also confirmed the presence of a faint continuum whose 
intensity increased with increasing pressure in the source.

(4) The fraction of the total light intensity below the Balmer

limit was found to be 3% and independent of energy over the 
range 3-lOkeV. By applying - 200V to the pre-quench plates, 

the intensity of the Balmer lines reduced in total by a factor 

'^0.5.
At a beam energy of IkeV, the observed ratio of single rates from the 

coincidence photomultipliers with the metastable component present, then 

quenched was found to be ̂  0.7. This result, along with that obtained 
in (4) above indicates that the Balmer lines, even at IkeV probably con

stitute the main source of background radiation. Note that the Balmer 

alpha line is beyond the spectral sensitivity of the coincidence 
photomultipliers and hence is assumed to make a negligible contribution 

to the background. It was noted that with the caesium cell off, the 
resulting ion beam produced single background rates an order of magnitude 

lower than with the neutral atomic beam present. Hence the random back

ground due to the remaining small ionic component in the "neutral beam 

constitutes ^ 1% of the total random background .
The level of background radiation in the detection region due to beam 

surface collisions etc, was reduced with the aid of a shield consisting 
of a cylindrical aluminium "can" with 15 and 20 mm diameter holes for the 

passage of the atomic beam, avoiding direct collisions. This slid neatly 

over the stainless steel inserts in VGI and was carefully aligned
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with the Ictn diameter collimating apertures on the pre-quench plates.

Its internal surfaces were sooted to reduce reflections.
A.iso, very importantly,the shield was effective in preventing con

tamination of the vacuum windows with caesium emanating from the ends 

of the charge-exchange cell.

Ill.tt.l Optical System
An efficient u.v. transmitting optical system was achieved using 

optical elements made from the best commercially available synthetic 
fused silica, Suprasil I, which has a cut-off wavelength A- 160nm. This 

material offers a number of excellent optical properties, such as; 

extreme homogenî^ty and freedom from striae or inclusions; high re
sistance to radiation darkening from u.v., x-ray and other radiations; 
low dispersion, reducing chromatic aberration and very low fluorescen_ce 

levels (0.1% that of natural quartz excited atA» 254nm.)

An ideal lens system would attempt to produce a well collimated beam 

of light through each polariser. However, the continuous nature of the 
source radiation complicates any proper optical design in which spherical 

and chromatic aberrations are minimised . (This can be achieved more 

easily for a single wavelength). Moreover, the relatively low signal 

strength necessitated the use of a source region significantly larger 

than an ideal "point source".
As a result, a simple approach was adopted. Fig. 23 which shows one 

channel of a necessarily symmetric optical system. On each aide of the 

atomic beam, light passes through a 50mm diameter, 5mra thick vacuum 
window and is collected by an f/1 bi-convex lens of focal length f - 50mm. 

The lens focusses the light through a pile-of-plates polariser forming

a magnified image (--x 10) at the PM photocathode.
The window and collecting lens are supported on a re-entrant stainless 

steel housing which also supports one end of the polariser on a tight

4
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fitting rotatable teflon bearing. The other end of the polariser 

(which has a graduated 0 - 360° scale) and the PM housing were support
ed on an Oriel 1.5m long optical bench and coupled together by a light 
tight aluminium bearing. The optical benches were positioned, aligned 

and supported on 2 metre long aluminium tables, bolted at right angles

to the main framework of the experiment.
Great cate was taken in aligning the windows, lenses and polatisers 

to a common optic axis. This was achiev'ed with the aid of a He-Ne laser.

HI.It.2 Focal length of lenses in the U.V.__
While the focal length of the lenses is 50mm at a design index 

n - 1.4585 - 587.6nm), the focal length at the centre of the two-
photon spectral distribution ( X -  243nm) is significantly smaller due 
to dispersion, and was easily re-calculated'to be f (243) - 44.9mm.

This focal length and knowledge of the image distance s’=c 480mm, fixed 

by the physical size of the polariser determined the object distance 

from the lenses, s - 49.5mm. The principal planes are located 6.9mm 
within the lens surfaces and thus allowed reasonably accurate position

ing of the collecting lenses with respect to the centre of the atomic 

beam forX- 243nm. In the spectral region of Interest (185-355nm), 
chromatic aberration for such lenses is significant, as one can see by 

comparing the focal lengths for example between 200 and 300nm, table 1.
This dispersion causes "over focussing" of the light below X- 243nm 

producing an image within the polarlsers while that above 243nm ls"de- 
focussed" producing an image which lies well beyond the P.M. photocath
ode. This effect naturally reduces the overall detection efficiency.

HI.II.3 Effective Observation Volume
The effective source size which contributes to the observed

photon signal is determined by two factors:-
(i) the collimation of the atomic beam ( </* • 10mm)



VARIATION OF FOCAL LENGT^AND L gNIFICATION AS A FUNCTION OF WAVE- 
LENGTH IN THE RANGE 200 < ̂  < 300NM.

(ii) the magnification of the optical system.
Fig. 24 shows the relevant geometry which considers extreme rays un- 
devlated through the lenses making an angle t»<  with the optic axis.
These rays Just reach the outer edge of the photocathode whose effect

ive diameter 'll- 40 mm - h’. Since the magnification,

M - s’/s= 10 - h'/h (243nm)
then h . 4mm is the effective dimension of the observation volume in the 

x-direction selected by the lenses. Clearly, source points in the x-s 
plane outside the region defined by the intersection of the extreme rays 

and the atomic beam cross-section would not be expected to contribute

Significantly to the detected coincidence signal.
By rotational symmetry, the source region selected from the atomic 

beam by the lens will approximate to a cylinder 4mm in diameter and 10mm

long. Hence the volume of this cylinder,,
2 . 3  . 3.10V ■ TT h d 2T 126mm

The cross-sectional are. of that part of the beam contributing to the 

detected two-photon signal A-40mm^, approximately half that of the atomic 
be«, in the detection region. Thus, a significant fraction of the met- 
astable flux which contributes to the normalisation procedure does not 

contribute to the detected 2-photon signal. This problem and its res- 

olution is discussed in section IV.4.7
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FIG. 24 EFFECTIVE SOURCE SIZE SELECTED BY LENS SYSTEM. EXTREME 
RAYS MAKES ANGLES -®< TO OPTIC AXIS.

XXI. 11.4 Pile of Plates Polarisers
Efficient transmission plle-of-pUtes polarlsets for the u.v. were 

each constructed from 12 Suprasil plates oriented at Brewsters angle

9 . 56.5° to the Incident light ( X . 243 nm). The plate dimensionsâ
are 100 x 60 x 2«m polished to 2X per face at A- 243nm and stacked In 
two complementary sets of 6 plates to cancel transverse ray displacements.

Essentially, light polarised In the plane of Incidence (p -component) 

has a reflection coefficient - 0 at Brewster's angle while light 

polarised perpendicular to the plane of Incidence (s-component) Is 
partially reflected at each Interface and hence attenuated. The emerg-

ing light is therefore largely p - polarised.
Fig. 25 shows the reflection coefficients for the p and s components 

determined from Fresnel's eguatlons when unpolarised light Is Incident 

upon a di^electric surface.
The higher the refractive index n, the higher is the reflectio 

efficient R^ and hence fewer plates would be required to achieve a 
reasonable degree of polarisation. Pile-of-plates polarisers can achieve 

a very high degree of polarisation. However, with regard to a test of 

Bell's theorem, it is the absolute transmission for the p-component^
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9s rf f lECTION coefficients for P AND S COMPONENTS FOR 
MISSION OF ONPOLARISED LIGHT AT A DIELECTSIC SHRFACE.AT BREWSTERS
ANGLE 6 - TAN’^n,

® " 4
„M.H 1, the factor lu d.sUn ot a decisive «périment.

We now consider both these factors.
(1) In order to achieve a reasonable degree of polarisation, we

require the intensity of the s-component to be reduced to the 
order of a few percent. Consider unpolarlsed light incident on 

a single non-absorbing plate at Brewster's angle. Assuming 
no interference within the plate (which is reasonable as the 
phase differences between interfering components can be regarded 
as randomly distributed, the coefficients for reflected and trans
mitted intensities R and T,respectlvely,are given by the Airy ex- 
pressions (in terms of refractive index n),

2 2 4(n^ - 1) / n + 1
1 - R - 2n^ / n^ + 1

3.11

► i.
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(2)

Hence at X- 243nm, where n - 1.511 for Suprasll, T^- 0.735 for 
a single plate and the transmission through m plates, (neglect-

ing reflections between plates),
-in (0.735)m 3.12

WeThus to reduce the s-component to < 5% requires m > 10 

chose m - 12 and so expect x f  - (0.735)^^ - 0.025. The degree
of polarisation, then, since T^ - 1 at Brewster’s angle should be.

12

P =
1 + s

Although multiple reflections between plates can occur,diverting 

a proportion of the unwanted radiation back Into the transmitted 

beam, thus reducing the expected polarisation. Conn and Eaton, 

have shown however, that provided only a small number of such 
rays reach the detector, no significant reduction In P would be 

expected. With the plate spacing used, (D - 16mm) and 40mm 
apertures either and of the polarlsers, only two such rays at most 

can contribute to the observed Intensity of the s-component. Ue 

estimate the Increased transmission of the s-component to be

*'̂ 1.8 - 0.04 (X- 243nm)s
*  _____^ V,« «rAT-V H i  o n

The Transmission T 
Clauser et al"have shown that In the design of a decisive experi

ment to test for hidden variables, a lower limit for Is given

approximately by the inequality,

2 F ( 8 )  + 1 > 2/t,
3.14

M
where F (6) 1. the geometrical factor slightly less than unity 

related to the collection half angle of the lenses. This In
equality can also be derived from equation 2.31 Chapter 11 by

setting (£_ / and “ - h
Hence from Inequality 3.14, since tor our geometry, F (6 ) - 0.996,
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TABLE 2

Ç > 0.83 3.15

Clearly, any losses through (1) absorption and (11) scattering due 
to surface Imperfections will serve to reduce The plate flat
ness. 2X per face should be adequate to reduce surface scatter to

a minimum.
Absorption, of course, can be reduced by using very thin plates. 

However plates with thickness d < 0.2cm could not be obtained 
owing to the risk of breakage during polishing. The absorption 
coefficient for Suprasll I In the spectral region around A- 2*3nm 

is shown in table 2 along with the calculated transmission at

Brewster's angle through 12 plates.
It would appear then that although significant absorption occurs

in the region below 200nm. we should expect to obtain. °°
.„r tb. two-oho^^^ .neutral distribution, (185-355nm) a value
for significantly higher than the lower limit set by Inequality

3.14.
III.U.5 Angular Acceptance of Polariser

in order to achieve a reasonable two-photon signal through the polarisera.

the angular acceptance was relaxed to 6-6^1 4.8°. determined by the physical 

length of the polarlsers and the apertures used. This will have the effect

•T1
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3.16

of reducing the expected velue of £„ further. However, for small 
variations In the angle of Incidence close to 6̂  (fig. 25)^RpP®«« through 
a minimum and varies slowly so that the reduction In should not be too

significant.
Ilin.6 Transverse Ray Displacements

It is very Important with regard to a test of Bell's Inequality, to 

make sure that all rays which pass through the polariser with the plates

out also pass through when the plates are in.
The lateral displacement suffereed by a ray passing through m plates

is given simply by,
D » mt sin (m
where t * plate thickness

® » angle of incidence 5°)
0^ 3 angle refraction within plate

The maximum deviation occurs at ̂ -0^+ 5° - 61.5 then 6^- 35.5 (X- 243)

and the displacement due to a stack of 6 plates is,

(max) » 6.5mm
The 40mm aperture used at the polariser entrance ensured a clearance 

of 7mm to the top edge of the plates, thus ensuring the above condition.

Ill 11.7 Measured Transmittances atA- 2,4nm

With the polarlsers In situ, the transmittances for a plle-of-plates 

polariser were measured In a subsidiary experiment, as follows. The 
photomultiplier was removed from one detection atm and the radiation 
a metcury lamp passed through a pin-hole and thin paper screen to produce 
a diffuse diverging light source which was made to converge through a u.v. 

dlchrolc linear polariser (Pol.coat PL40) and 254nm Interference filter

before entering the first pile-of-pUtes polariser.
The transmission axis of the dlchtolc polariser was aligned parallel to 

that of polariser I to produce a highly polarised beam entering polariser
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n .  (which i s  under t e s t ) .  For the d lch ro ic  £U™. the tran sm ittan ce 

fo r  U *h t  p o la r ise d  p a r a l le l  and perpen d icu lar to the tran sm issio n  a x is

Is .e ' -0.3. - 0.01 respectively, while for plle-o£-plates

polariser I. we expect, (see section 2.^), £„^0.9.
Hence the resulting degree of polarisation will be.

/ _ ̂f f
p — ^  ~ > 0‘997 3.17

which i s  very s a t i s f a c t o r y .  With the converging len s p o sitio n e d  to g iv e  

maximum in te n s ity  a t  the PM tube, we assume th a t an image o f the source 

i s  formed a t  the photocathode and a secondary d iv erg in g  source o f l i g h t  

formed mid-way between the c o l le c t in g  le n se s  , t  the p o s it io n  normU ^

in p o la r is e r  I I  i s  assured  and under s im ila r  condì H ons to  th a t when the 

atomic beam i s  p re se n t.

The measured v a lu es of transm ittancewhen p o la r is e r  I I  i s  ro ta te d  

p a r a l le l  and p erpen d icu lar to the p o la r ise d  beam were!

8. - 0.936 - 0.008 - I (0°) /M 3.18
8 - 0.031 t 0.001 - I (90 )/  ̂ . „rt

where I "is the intensity measured with the plates removed. In fact.

significant variation in the extinction coefficient "»» observed
When the convergence of the radiation was altered. Since the polarisers

ate identically constructed, we assume that the correspondí g

mlttances in each polarlser are almost equal, i.e.
rl c2 3.19

With Cegard“ to th"e two-photon s p e c t r a l  d i s t r ib u t io n ,  the measured 

v a lu es o f E . t above must be co rrec ted  fo r  a a l ig h t  absotp  

S u p ra s l l  b e lo w » -  293nm. By u sing the quoted v a lu es o f the ab sorp tion  

c o e f f ic ie n t  in  ta b le  2 and e x tra p o la t in g  below 200nm. th is  e f f e c t  has 

been estim ated  by av e rag in g < over the e f f e c t iv e  two-photon spectrum
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(185-355nm where X- 185nm corresponds to the oxygen cut-off.)
This results In a correction factor, which when applied to the 

measured values at X- 254nm, (where there Is negligible absorption), yields
15

finally t
£ » 0.908 - 0.013M
£ -  0.0299 t  0.0020m

3 .2 0

111.11.8 Quarter Wave-Plates^
Quarter wave plates in conjunction with the plle-of-plates polarlsers 

were used to Investigate the circular polarisation correlation of the
photon decay o f metastable atomic deuterium . (see section IV.4). The

X/4 plates are achromatic over the spectral range 180-300nm (matching 

the 2-photon spectrum very well) and the accuracy of the path difference 

is Î 10% with an incident ray deviation 1» to the normal. These are

produced by Halle Nachfl of Berlin.
The retarders consist of a combination of four elements - two double 

plates of crystal quartz and MgF, with air spacing between the single plates. 

All are cut parallel to the optic axis, polished to X/10 and mounted In a 

cylindrical holder engraved with the fast axis. The aperture S i  i>

The cylindrical holder was mounted In a teflon sleeve which recessed 

neatly Into the front end of the polariser housing (nearest the lens).
The relative angle between the X/4 plate fast axis and the transmission 
axis of the polariser could be set with the aid of a graduated scale (22.5° 
intervals) marked on the teflon bearing supporting this end of the polariser.
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CHAPTER IV RESULTS

IV.4.1 Measurement Method
sin« coincidence runs last typically around 20 hours to achieve an 

acceptable statistical accuracy «  10%),all experimentally relevant 
parameters were carefully monitored throughout each tun to check and 
correct If necessary for drifts. The performance of the RF Ion source In 

this respect excelled all expectations giving a very stable output for 

long periods so that constant source conditions and hence stable beam 

conditions could be maintained.
The parameters monitored throughout each run apart from the beam energy 

and source conditions were: the Integrated beam "on"/beam "off" times, the 
integrated Lyman alpha counts (beam "on'Vbeam "off") so that the difference 

of these scaler readings can be used to normalise each run, the singles 

rates and the Integrated singles counts from the coincidence photo
multipliers. the neutral beam current, the Lyman alpha count rate and the 

oxygen flowrate to the Lyman alpha monitor.
IV 4.2 Optimum Conditions for Best Statistical Accuracjr

The most favourable conditions under which to observe a two-photon 
signal were estimated as follows. If Sj, Is the two-photon signal, then,

S •< "(0^)
Vt **

where n (D„) Is the metastable density. L,ls the observed Lyman alpha* V
count ratep and E is the beam energye

If N(8), ) a’f« the observed singles rates from the coincidence

photomultipliers, then the random error ia a coincidence spectrum,is

a  .c  ^-2

Hence an indication of the best operating conditions can be obtained by

observing the ratio,

S„/R N,E 4.3
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as beam energy and source conditions are altered.Fig.26 shows how 

SJR varies with beam energy and Indicates an optimum around a beam

energy E»800eV for deuterium.
This analysis breaks down at low energy since then the background 

coincidence peak becomes troublesome. It was observed that an Increase 

in beam energy of only a few hundred eV above the optimum In fig. 2<. 
reduced the statistical accuracy significantly In agreement with this 

crude analysis. Consequently, the beam energy for coincidence runs

was selected close to E = 800eV.
IV 4.3 Linear Polarisation Correlation

Fig. 27 shows how the measured coincidence rate varies with the 
relative angle between the transmission axes of the polarlsers (In the

range 0 i h  I»»“) »I«“® ®
since this is the QM predicted form of the correlation In the case of
non-ideal polarlsers. equation 2.41. One can see that the data and the

fitted curve are In good agreement. The raw data for these runs are

given in appendix 111,
These results Indicate a strong correlation In linear polarisation

between the detected photons and that the transition probability Is
indeed proportional to In agreement with the prediction of the

21
theory of spontaneous two-photon decay.

Fig. 28 shows a typical coincidence spectrum which Is the difference

of two spectra stored In separate subgroups of the MCPHA memory - one 
with the metastables present and the other with the metastables quenched 

so that the small contribution from the background (cosmic rays, radio

activity and electrical pick-up) has been subtracted out. The peak 
FWHM~3 channels or 2.5ns, approximately equal to the timing resolution 

of the electronic system. (This Is In fact limited by the transit 
time spread In the photomultipliers, typically 1 ns for each tube.) The 

symmetric nature of the coincidence peak Is consistent with the
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Fie. 2» ESTIMATED STATISTICAL ACCUEACÏ ^ ^
OBSERVATION OF TWO-PHOTON SIGNAL WHEN BEAM ENEROI

v.tion oi a fast radiative ...........in two-photo« emisaion.
Finally, the observed strong polarisation correlation eminently 

the corr-tness of the two-photon state vector es«ation

... H.OC. the suitab«->>r * —
hvAvoven (deutev^-mi for a test ■'f »«11'»

IV 4.4 Test of Bell’s Inequality^
Fro. the linear polarisation data, appendix 4. a decisive test for^ 

local realistic theories can be performed assuming the Clauser-Home 

no-enhancement hypothesis is valid. 1« Chapter II. we derived .ell's 
inequality, and assuming the rotational invariance of the colnclden 

rate R (^), this Inequality contracts to the simplified form.
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FIG. 27. LINEAR POLARISATION f
A ♦ Bco8*<|> is shown to AGREE dEvS tION. FROM FIT,

fr?8 SLre the quoted eeeors aee again
ONE STANDARD DEVIATION.
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bL m QUEHCHED. POLARISER PLATES ARE ^ V E D . T M  DELA^^^^
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equation 2.37. Thus, all local realistic theories predict that the

quantity, *
S =  |R (M-5*) I /  R , «

where R (22.5°), R (67.5° are the normalised coincidence rates at 
4 -  22.5°, 67.5° respectively and R^ Is the coincidence rate with the 

polariser plates removed. Using the data In appendixm, we obtain

r =  .267 - 0.010 (Ini’) 4.5

violating inequality 4.6 by 1.7 standard deviations. The Quantum 
Hechanlcal predictions for our experiment can be calculated from 

equation 2»41, Chapter II,

L ® Jqm
The measured polariser efficiencies at A- 254nm corrected for a 

slight absorption In the plates ate, 6^ - 0.908 - 0.013, £„ - 0.0299

i 0.0020 while the geometrical factor F ( S )  - 0.996 (appendlxU)

Thus,
" * ■’ 2 '0.028 + 0.384 cos ^

4.7‘Q M
Fig 29 shows this absolute QM prediction along with the measured values 

of R (4 ) / Rq over 0° .< 90° where one can see that the agreement Is

satisfactory. From the predicted values it f - 22.5°, 67.5° we obtain.

$Q M
0.272 - 0.008 4.8

in good agreement with the observed value, equation 4.5. Note that the 

error bars show one standard deviation and vary from point to point 
because of the different total counting times allocated to different 
angles. The data it f  - 22.5, 67.5° were accumulated over a counting

period of around 240 hours for each point.
IV 4.5 Circular Polarisation Correlation

With the aid of achromatic quarter wave plates (described 
mounted ahead of the linear polarisers, the circular polarisation

* In contrast in the ideal case,?(fi 0.354
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correlation of the two-photon decay was Investigated, and the results

ere shown In Flg.30. In this case, one channel was set to detect
right hand circularly polarised light 1 R > while the ^/4 plate fast
exis in the other channel was rotated to an angle <j> with respect to

the transmission axis of the linear polariser. Hence at one extreme
. - 45») the second polariser detects right hand circularly polarised

light I R >. While at the other extreme (^-445») It detects left hand
circularly polarised light 1 L >. A least squares fit of the form

6 cos' ir/4) which is the QM prediction is also shown and

reasonably agrees with the observed data. The low coincidence rates In
this case compared to the linear polarisation results. Fig. 21 are due

mainly to the reduction In the collection solid angle. (The external
if a /4 niâtes is 70% due mainly to reflection lossestransmission of the A /4 plates i

at the plate surfaces).
The collimation of the Incident light on the ;i/4 plate has an average 

aevlatlon to the optic axis of ~  tI-8» corresponding to a retardation

'X/4 t/'^15%.
The measurements of circular polarisation are Important sl«çs_thar

of aneular «omentum along the common directly confirm the conservation of angular--------------

axis of detection.
The appropriate two-photon state vector equation 1,41 was derived 

by considering conservation of angular momentum and parity during the
A. a result of a measurement, we expect the state emission process. As a result

I o 1 R > or I L > 1 L,> for which we have - 0 
vector to collapse to | 1 2 ^ ^
in  each event and thus < L^> -  0 fo r  the ensemble.

Fig 31 (1 - Iv) shows the coincidence spectra obtained when

polarisers are set to detect j | ^ 2̂ *  ̂  ̂  ̂ 1 ^
I L > 1 R ,> photon p a ir s  and th ese  sp e c tra  c le a r ly  support angular

 ̂ atlon Within statistical error, the coincidence ratesmomentum conservation, witnxn
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H

fig .30. circular  polarisation

DECAÏ OF METASTABLE pLATE AND THE
angle BETHBEN THE P^^ S ^f WAVETRANSMISSION AXIS OF ’̂O ^ IS ^  I .  TM ^ tr^ sMISSION AXIS 
PLATE WAS SET TO “ A5 R ^ T I^  CIRCULARLY POLARISEDOF POLARISER I I ,  THUS DETECT̂ G MGHT ^
LIGHT. A LEAST SQUARES FIT OF Tffi 1 S.D.
ALSO SHOWN TO ^  T z . l  d  S.D.).FROM FIT, a -  21.7 ± 3.7, S J*®
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for detection of | I I “  "*
e,uel. as expected. (SlmiUrly for | L^> 1 R,> and 1 R,> | L^> pairs

TV 4.6 Check for Rotational SYmmetry of Optical System
It is important to show that the optical elements preceding the 

polarisers do not introduce any significant polarisation in the trans

mitted radiation which could lead to a loss of rotational invariance.
This is particularly important with regard to a test of Bell's inequality

in the "Freedman” form, equation 4.4 .
in this experiment, a stable neutral atomic beam was used as the

source and the response of the coincidence photomultipliers monitored 

ss each pile-of-plates polariser was rotated. The PM's were rotated 
With the polarisers avoiding any effects from sensitivity to polarisation

which might exist in the P . M . photocathodes.
w ™  <« Pie 32. From the spread in observed singles The results are shown in Fig j

rates, we obtain,
Polariser I . < V  ‘ ' < V  '

-L. 3 y\a n 1 / > • 0.023
Polariser II, <H'>.(l.bbt0.0A).10^ / <V

2
-d. /t'FT 1 / I - 0.01 - 0.020 while the variation in beam curre I o q jq

U .a »f the data is consistent with the observed fluct-Hence the spread of the aata
 ̂ The results indicate that the optical system uation in beam current. The results

is indeed rotationally invariant, as required.

IV 4.7 Normalisation Procedure
to the metastable density

The two-photon signal should be propor
VkA taken into account through so that variations from run to run must be taken

normalisation.
The metastable monitor output gives a measure of the metastable flux, 

proportional to the density when the beam energy is constant. vn.en there 

are also slight variations in beam energy E between runs, this can be 
taken into account through the normalisation factor, equation 4.1.

<L^> / J^e
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ERROR BARS SHOW OHE STANDARD DEVUTIOH.
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Each series of runs (linear, circular polarisation) were normalised 

to a typical Lyman alpha count rate and beam energy although in practise 
the effect of variations in beam energy on normalisation were almost

The linearity between the observed two-photon signal and the Lyman 

alpha monitor count rate was investigated and the results are shown in 

Fig. 33. When the incident ion beam is strongly focussed to give the 

highest metastable densities, the results indicate a spread somewhat 

larger than would be expected statistically and thus, some additional 
influence appears to be present. However, when the beam is de-focussed 

producing lower currents and densities a highly linear region is observed.

This effect may be due partially to the collimation employed which 

allows a fraction of the metastable flux to reach the metastable monitor 
aystem which may not-contribute significantly to the observed two-photon 

aigual - this problem was hinted at in sectionm«. Also, a focussed 

beam will have a non-uniform current density (probably Gaussian) so 
that slight beam Instabilities, could result in shifts of the observation 

volume with respect to the collecting lenses and hence to a variation in

the measured coincidence rate.
By de-focussing the incident ion beam into the charge-exchange cell, 

a much more uniform density parallel atomic beam probably results 
reducing the atomic beam dimensions at the ,uench plates and improving 

linearity as observed. We can regard this procedure as tuning a 
parallel beam . In general, the beam was de-focussed until the Lyman 

alpha count rate .< h i  («ax) as indicated in Fig. 31. It was under 
these conditions that the data for linear and circular polarisation

were taken.
TV 4.8 Spurious (Background) Coincidence R a ^

The rat. at which spurious true coincidences are detected depends on 

rh. "optical coupling" between the coincidence P.M. photocathodes and
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decreases as the physical separation between the PH's Increases. With 
the polarlsers In place, the P.M. photocathodes are 1.06b apart and the 
detected background coincidence rate was around 0.5.10 ^   ̂ (~18 hr ) 
Bost probably due to cosbIc rays, radioactivity and electrical pick-up . 
Thus, the background coincidence rate was alBost always considerably less 

than the two-photon coincidence rate except when the polariser trans
mission axes were orthogonal. In the case of circular polarisation 
measurements, the detected background coincidence rate fell considerably 

to around 2 hr‘  ̂due to the reduced apertures on the^/9 plates.
Cosmic rays are known to produce large amplitude pulses from the 

P.M. anodes and the use of differential c.f. discriminators was effect

ive in reducing this contribution to the background by almost 60X.
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CHAPTER Vt DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

An atomic beam system capable o£ producing Intense metastable 

hydrogen and deuterium beams with densities approaching lo’ atoms cm 
has been constructed using a radlo-£re,uency Ion source and caesium

charge-exchange cell.
The two-photon decay o£ the metastable 2S state In deuterium ha. 

been Investigated In great detail by observing £or the £lr.t time In 
n spontaneous second order radiative process, the linear and circular

polarisation correlation o£ the emitted photons.
While previous measurements on the 2S state In the hydrogenlc Iso- 

electronlc series have con£lrmed the continuous nature o£ the t»o-photon 

radiation as «ell as the decay rates and angular correlation o£ the 
photons, observation o£ the polarisation correlation In the present 

experiment complements and extends previous measurements o£ this 

£undamental radiative process.
in particular, the strong linear polarisation correlation demonstrate, 

directly that £lne and hyper£lne structure have no e££ect during the 

simultaneous emission o£ two photons. In accord ulth the theoretical 
predictions while the observed circular polarisation correlation ha. 

con£lr.ed the conservation o£ angular momentum along the common axis

of detection.
in addition, the highly correlated state o£ polarisation o£ the 

emitted photons has also given us a rare opportunity to test the 
predictions o£ guantum mechanics against those o£ local realistic 

(•■hidden variable") theories In the £orm o£ Bell's lne,uallty which 
constrain, the correlation, between spatially «p.r.ted systems. The 
linear polarisation results violate Breedman's £orm o£ Bell's Inequality

slgnlllcantly and agree with the QM predictions.
The majority o£ prevloua related experiments used to test £or the 

exlatence o£ hidden variable, l.e. those using annihilation radiation
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from positronium an<J those using visible photons from atomic cascades 

have also given results In agreement «1th Q.M. VHille the results from 

annihilation quanta, through the lack of efficient polarisera for 
O.SMeV photons, cannot test Bell’s Inequality directly, nevertheless no 
reduction In the aslmuthal assymetry for Compton scattering has been 
observed lor source-detector separations up to 2b m, confirming that 
spontaneous localisation has not been observed even when the photon 

wave-packets are extremely «ell separated. Such a localisation 
process might be expected since all kno«n Interactions (gravitational, 
«eak, electromagnetic and strong) decrease «1th distance and hence the 

physical connections bet«een t«o microscopic systems should go to

zero as their mutual separation increases.
The atomic cascade experiments have the advantage of good signal 

intensities compared to the present experiment. Ho«ever. the simult

aneous emission of t«o photons Is arguably conceptually closer to the 
EPR-Bohm Gedanken experiment." The simultaneous emission also ensures 
that the detection events for the t«o photons are space-llke separated 

in the relativistic sense. With a timing resolution t*2.5ns this 
condition Is fulfilled If the photodetector separation d > cT . In the 

present experiment, «here the detectors are separated by a distance 

d=1.0bm. this condition d > cT( = 0.75m) Is satisfied.
AS in most previous experiments of this nature, the static set-up 

«1th fixed polariser orientations during a run has the disadvantage 

that conceivably. Bell's locality condition mljht not appjl, since 
the analyser settings are made sufficiently In advance to alio« them 

■■to reach some mutual rapport by exchange of signals «1th velocity less 

than or equal to light” , and hence influence the outcome of measur 

ments «Ithout In any «ay violating causality. If such Interact 
existed. Bell's theorem «ould of course no longer apply for static

experiments.
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This loophole was effectively eliminated in almost Impressive 
„cent experiment by Aspect. Dalibard and Roger using the correlated 
photon pairs from a J - O-l-O cascade In calcium. They switched their 
polariser orientations In a time (10ns) significantly shorter than the 

transit time of the photons (40ns). using acousto-optic switches 
driven at different frequencies. Although the switching was not truly 
random, but rather quasl-perlodlc. nevertheless It Is natural to assume 

that they operated In an uncorrelated way. Their results still showed

an impressive violation of Bell's Inequality (by 5cr).
The only remaining loophole for the proponents of local realistic 

theories lies In the denial of the no-enhancement hypothesis of Clauser 

and Home which has to be Introduced due to the low efficiency of the 
photon detectors. Local realistic models with enhancement have been 

found which can reproduce to a high degree the QM predictions for 
photon correlation experiments, and ins«h cases. the hidden variables 

„ay play a role at the point of detection so that some photons are 

detected with higher probabilities than others. It Is therefore 
important to attempt experiments for which the no-enhancement hypothesis 

is not required and for which local realistic photon models predict 

significant deviations from quantum theory. An experiment of this 
rype proposed recently by Sellerl In which the normal plle-of-plates 

polarisera are followed by X/2 plates could now be attempted 

present apparatuse
. this loophole could be eliminatedA feasible experiment in which thi

has also been suggested by Lo and Shimony.
Consequently no experiment to date has been performed which can giv

a completely unequivocal rejection of local realistic theories.
Hence, the debate between the QM and local realistic descriptions 

of nature Is set to continue, fifty years after Einstein. PodolsRy and
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Rosen first concluded that objective reality Is Inconpatlble ulth

the assumption that Quantum Mechanics Is complete.
The difficulties regarding the conceptual foundations of qua 

theory have troubled many great physicists. Mo one ha, contributed 
„ore to the exposition and understanding of quantum theory than the late 

P.A.M. Dirac who wrote In 1975?" ... I think It might turn out that 
ultimately Einstein will prove to be right, because the present form 

of QM should not be considered as the final form. There are great 
................. in connection with the present QM. It Is the best

that one can do till now. But. one should not suppose that It will 

survive Indefinitely Into the future. And I think that It Is quite 

likely that at some future time, we may get an Improved QM In which 
there will be a return to determinism and which will, therefore. Justify

the Einstein point of view.”

s •

'J . ' - < - M
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Appendix X
A "disoersion free” states and so hiddenVon Neumann assumed that disp ^

variables are Impossible. His essential assumption Is;
real linear combination of any two Hermltlon operators represents

an observable and the same linear combination of expectation values Is

the expectation value of the combination".
___ _____d/.\ he assumed that if A and B areHence for some microscace y * — — —

Hermition operators, then

<A + B>,
in

By way of a simple counter-example. Bell showed that dispersion
free states have additive expectation values only for commuting opérât^

In quantum mechanics,

* ®"mlx ■
m l

since <A>, happens to depend linearly even on non-commuting terms In 
, . but for dispersion free states, eguatlon U1 1, not true In gene^

derived his famous theorem was not justified.
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Appendix JL
OM Predictions for Detection Probabilities and Geometrical Facto^

These have been calculated by M.A.Horne in his Ph.D thesis, and
59

are given as follows;

P2 ' ^ '̂ 2*2 ^

Pi,(a ,») - % 1 i i <» > .......
2

P12 (00 ,b ) -  Jj  ̂ ® > £ + ..... Polariser I  removed
P (<«,«-) £ (B ) g (6) ......both PoUtloers removed

For ph!to»s. o - 2 and the function f^ - f^ - £ ( 6 ) ( -here 6 1. the 
half angle subtended by the collecting lenses) Is the probability that 

the first photon (second photon) enters apparatus I (ID and is given

by,
f (© ) - J5 (1 - cos 0 )

The angular correlation factor g (©) is given by,

g ( 6 )  . 3  *■ ‘°3
® 1 - COS fi

The function, 2[G^ (^ ) 1_________
’ 10,(6))^ + "slOj^S)!

- reflects a slight depolarisation effect due to the non-colllnearlty 

of the two photons and approaches unity for Infinitesimal detector

apertures (9“̂ 0)e
The functions 0 (̂6), G,(6). . «  given by,

Q^O) . i  l± - cosfl + sln^S - i  cos ®1

G2(©) - f  - T  ‘
4  ̂ 3 pG3(©) • ^  - cos 0 - 3 cos «

.„d ere v.lid for a 3 - 0-1-0 cascade and for spontaneous two-photon
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emission from the 2S state in hydrogen. The half-angle subtended 

by the collection lenses is 0 - 22.6° and hence, for our experiment,

F, (e) - 0.996.
The QM predictions for a J - 0-1-1 electric dipole cascade (and 

for a J * 1-1-0, provided the initial statistical state of the atom 

is isotropic) are obtained by replacing (S) with - F^(9), where

F^(6) 2lG  ̂ (8)1

0^(9)+ h [G2(9)1
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appendix 3g
DATA FOR LINEAR POLARISATION CORRELATION AND TEST 
OF BELL'S INEQUALITY ) IS RELATIVE POLARISER ANGLES 
R(0) IS NORMALISED COINCIDENCE RATE, AND DIFFERENCE 
IN SIGMA APPLIES TO LEAST SQUARES FIT TO THE DATA 
(FIG. 27).OODENOTES REMOVAL OF POLARISER PLATES.

RUN * OBS R(^)
221.2 1 16.1
206.9 t 16.9
230.8 t 8.7
48.2 i 12.0
26.5 i 10.8
62.8 t 11.4 '
224.3 * 9.6
61.7 t 12.9
41.1 * 16.3
652.7 t 38.2
637.3 i 27.5
718.2 * 29.2 
679.2t 37.6
624.7 ̂  20.6
664.0 ̂  22.2
218.8 i 10.8
45.4 t 10.1
696.1 * 41.6
743.1 1 24.9 
266.44 17.6
280.2 * 16.4
29.2 t 16.7 
52.1*16.2
279.7t 27.5 
276.4* 22.6 
271.3t 21.9 
119.9* 21.1
329.0 * 26.1
275.9 * 21.9
136.8 * 17.8
125.4 * 18.0 
19.5* 14.0

171.1* 20.9 
281.6* 40.3
278.7 ± 21.4
135.0 t 21.4
262.2 * 37.3
233.0 * 22.0
203.6 * 19.6 
55.0* 14.9
-14.8 * 18.0
119.6 *21.0 
295.6* 22.2
285.2 t 18.4
285.8 * 30.5
257.9 * 22.1
292.8 * 30.0
246.8 * 30.1

DIFF IN SIGMA.
- 0.7344
- 1.5458
- 0.2556 

0.2015
- 1.7854
- 1.4928
- 0.9087 

1.2340
- 0.2872

1.3170
0.0378

1.8964 
2.8766 
0.9929 
0.3900 
0.2872 
0.2034 
1.7478 
0.9243 
2.1915 
0.1871 
0.1462 
0.7779 
0.8927 
1.5166 
0.2431 
0.3223 

. 0.2057 

. 0.2574 

. 1.7638 
■ 1.5012 
0.6187

- 1.2113
- 0.9211 
1.0720 
0.7281 
0.4589

- 0.6291 
0.6999

- 0.8307
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